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Candidate
forum to air
on UPN46
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens
and Murray State University's
WaTV (now UPN46) will sponsor a candidates' forum for the
office of commonwealth's attorney Wednesday at WOTV's
studios on the MSU campus.
Candidates are incumbent
Mike Ward and local attorneys
Jeanne Carroll and and Gale
Cook.
This forum will allow voters
to become familiar with the
candidates for office.
The public is urged to participate by submitting questions
for the candidates prior to the
forum.
To submit questions for the
candidates, simply contact the
Candidates' Forum Committee
by calling (270) 759-4736, faxing your question to (270) 7592155 or e-mailing to thefarm C apex.net.
For more information, contact Kathy Lyons at (270) 7594735.
The Murray Woman's Club
is hosting a forum with the
commonwealth's attorney candidates at 7 p m. Thursday at
the clubhouse.
The election is May 23

Commission
to observe
special week
To recognize travel and
tourism as one of Murray's
largest industries, the Murray
will
Commission
Tourism
observe National Tourism Week
during the week of May 7-13.
"National Tourism Week
helps focus our community on
the importance of travel and
tourism to the economic, social
and cultural well-being of Murray and, on a larger scale,
Kentucky itself," said Mina
Kouklan-Vaden, interim director of the tourism commission.
Travelers in Murray and CalCounty
spent
loway
$23.683,669 in 1999, according to the Kentucky Department of Travel Development.
They also supported 508 jobs
last year.
Each dollar spent by a traveler is recirculated through our
community, benefiting other
related industries such as the
telephone, construction, agriculture, food processing and
service industries who rely on
tourism for their survival and
growth.
Across the United States,
travel and tourism means big
business, according to the
Tourism Works for America
Council in Washington, DC.
"Travel and tourism dollars
mean jobs for our friends and
neighbors, additional sales for
local businesses, and greater
tax revenues to support our
community," said KouklanVaden. "Considering these figures, it's easy to see why the
industry's slogan is Tourism
Works for America."

Tonight .Clear to partly
cloudy Low in the mid 50s
cloudy
Thursday Partly
High in the mid 80s.
Friday and Saturday Partly cloudy and very warm flight
wind Lows 65 to 70 Highs
85 to 90.
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Murray awarded $400,000
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Murray has received $400,000
from the state Renaissance Kentucky program, which comes a
year after receiving a slightly larger check for downtown improvements.
The total of $864,000 "goes to
bricks and mortar and improvements," said Robin Taffler, man-

ager of Murray Main Street, who
accepted the latest funding from
Gov. Paul Patton Tuesday in Frankfort.
The presentation came a day after
the public kickoff meeting for the
Main Street program's downtown
streetscape and master plan, which
is seeking local input in how the
downtown area should look.
include
Improvements can

Renaissance Kentucky divides (1425,000)in the gold uer and Dawbenches,sidewalks, landscaping and
lighting, which were discussed in communities into three tiers - gold, son Springs ($365,000), Hendersilver or bronze - blsed on the son ($300.000) and Bowling Green
Monday's meeting, Taffier said.
"We have funding to implement amount of work done for infra- ($229,000) in tile silver tier.
The program is administert..1 by
... a significant amount," she said. structure planning, utility reloca"We're just really beside our- tion and facade improvements, the Kentucky Heritage Council,
selves," Taffier added. "This is according to a press release from Kentucky Housing Corporation,
Patton's office.
going to happen."
Kentucky League of Cities, the
Other western Kentucky cities state Department of Local GovMurray's $400,000 was the
largest amount of funding for the receiving funds Tuesday were Hop- ernment and the state Transportastate's 18 silver Renaissance cities. kinsville ($5513,000) and Paducah tion Cabinet.

Ward calls
lawsuit
'political'

Senate
measure
contains
funding
for MSU
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Far be it from Murray State
University Agriculture Department
Chair Tony Brannon to look a
gift horse in the mouth.
Brannon was not quite sure,
however, what to make of a press
release Tuesday afternoon from
the office of U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.) stating that the
university could receive $50,000
for agricultural research.
"I know we had a proposal in,
but it was supposed to have been
for over a million (dollars)," Brannon said. "I had heard at one
time there was a possibility we
might get $500,000."
The funding was approved by
the Senate Appropriations Committee as part of the Agriculture
Appropriations bill, which will
now go before the full Senate for
approval.
Brannon would not elaborate
about what the money would be
used for, but he did hint at the
fact that it could be used to deal
with community concerns over the
university's organic pasteurization
plant.
"The proposal is a win-win situation in dealing with animal
waste," he said. "We think it will
deal with some of the concerns
people have had. At this time, it's
preliminary at this point."
In the press release, McConnell
referred to "agricultural waste contamination problems" and "the
probability of polluted water
sources."
The press release also said that
"research conducted at Murray
State University will seek a solution to protect animals and humans
from the adverse effects waste
contamination has on the environment."
MSU President Kern Alexander
and Dean of Industry and Technology Tom Auer were unavilable
for comment,

BERNARD KANELedger 8. Times photo
DIGGING OUT...Murray-Calloway County Park Foreman Brad Steele prepares to dump an auger of dirt from a newly dug hole for the new
scoreboard donated by Pepsi in return for the concessions franchise
at the old city park baseball field Tuesday morning in Murray.

M See Page 2

Roy, Whitfield office clash over China
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Another press release from the Brian Roy
camp has drawn another sharp response from
Rep. Ed Whitfield's press secretary.
Roy, the Democratic challenger for Whitfield's 1st District seat in the United States
House of Representatives, issued a press release,
Monday accusing Whitfield of endorsing a
"sweetheart deal" with China.
The release states that Congress is expected to vote on a new "favorable" trade agreement with China May 22.
Roy points. out in the release that China
has violated trade agreements, illegally dumps
textiles in the U.S., uses forced labor and

Hulen said Patton was among a group of
"enjoys the support of our congressman, Ed
40 state governors who recently signed a letWhitfield."
"It will not benefit this district, and if I ter urging Congress to pass new trade legiswere in Congress I would vote against it," lation for China.
Hulen also pointed out again that is was
Roy said in the release. "Once he (Whitfield)
Patton who convinced Democrat Lee Steers to
voted against it, but twice he voted for it."
Whitfield press secretary Anthony Hulen, drop out of the 1st District Democratic priin a telephone interview Wednesday morning, mary elections so Roy could be the party's
accused Roy of being hypocritical, calling him guaranteed nominee.
Roy. meanwhile, asserts in the press release
"the no-issue candidate."
"Brian has been quoted as saying he would that Whitfield's backing of favorable trade stanot accept support from those he disagrees tus for China has cost thousands of Ameriwith," Hulen said. "Does that mean he is cans their jobs.
"We have the best most qualified workers
rejecting the support of his chief sponsor, Gov.
Paul Patton, who vigorously supports passage in the world in America." Roy said in the
of permanent normal trade relations with China?" release. "Let's keep the jobs here at home."

Course named after Hamrick
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When William 1)a id "BillHamrick Jr. took the Job as the
first superintendent of Kenlake
State Resort Park nearly a half
century ago, he had his work
cut out for him.
"There wasn't anything there
but a bunch of trees, and we
built all kinds of buildings and
things," said Cordie Lee Hamrick, Bill's widow. "Bill worked
day and night."
Bill stayed at the helm of
Kenlake until 1954. Cordie Lee
said they moved from their "little house on the hill there at
Kenlake to a house on Whitnell Avenue. Cordie Lee now
resides at the Hickory Woods
Retirement Center in Murray.
Bill would go on to own and
operate Bill's Standard Station
gas station, work with the Murray Advertising Agency and own
and operate Bill's Full Line Vending.
The Commonwealth of Ken-

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A $7 million federal lawsuit stemming from the
murder prosecution of a former Livingston County sheriff cites Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward's prosecution of seven people charged with a Murray State
University dormitory fire as evidence of a pattern of
racketeering and corruption.
Ward, who is seeking re-election, cites the timing
of the lawsuit as evidence that it was done for political reasons.
"Of course it's political. Everyone I talk to thinks
it is," Ward said. He is seeking the Democratic nomination against Cynthia Gale Cook and Jeanne C'arroll
for the office that represents CalloNsay and Marshall
counties.
"It's two weeks before the election. It's not even
close to the deadline to tiling a lawsuit." Ward said
Tuesday in a telephone interview.
"Political purposes didn't have a damned thing to
do with it," said Mayfield attorney Ben Lookofsky,
who filed the lawsuit last Thursday for William David
Johnson. "There was totally no evidence against Mr.
Johnson. Zero."
A Marshall County jury found Johnson, who was
charged with the 1998 shooting death of his ex-wite,
not guilty of murder last July. That, Lookolsky said
in Johnson's lawsuit, proved that there never was
enough evidence to arrest, much less indict, Johnson.
The lawsuit accuses Ward and three other defendants of false arrest, unlawful imprisonment and malicious prosecution for arresting, jailing and indicting
Johnson.
Co-defendants are Marshall County Sheriff Tern

CORDIE LEE HAMRICK
tucky, however, never forgot his
contributions at Kenlake, and state
legislators recently decided to
honor Bill Hamrick for his years
of service at one of the state's
most well-known resort parks.

Dignitaries ranging from Kentucky Rep. Buddy Buckingham
to Marshall County Judge/Executive Mike Miller attended a

M See Page 2

Fire destroys Wild
Turkey warehouse
LAWRENCEBURG, Ky. (AP) — A .arehouse fire that destroyed
up to one million gallons of Wild Turkey bourbon prompted a shut
down of the Lawrenceburg water treatment plant. making water scarce
to 20,000 homes and businesses today.
Larry Hazlett, city public works director, said three employees at
the treatment plant heard an explosion and went outside to investigate.
"One end of the warehouse had been blown out and pan ot one
side. They said in about three minutes it all collapsed.- Hailett said.
The distillery warehouse is about 75 yards from the water treatment
plant.
Flames soared into the sky and the ignited whiskey formed a burning stream that poured for hours into the Kentucky River a few yards
upriver from the water treatment intake pipe.
An attempt was to be made today to drop another intake line into
the river using distillery pumps upstream from the bourbon, hut officials said residents will still have to conserve water usage even if the
procedure works.
The 3:30 p.m. EDT fire was so hot, propane tanks at the treatment plant began smoking. When it became instantly apparent that
the warehouse was lost, firefighters concentrated on keeping the water
plant and another warehouse from catching fire. At one point, they
used river water.
No one was seriously injured, but Lawrenceburg firefighters Rex
Riley and Tim Reed were taken to a Frankfort hospital for examina-

See Page 2
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From Page 1
non. They were back on the scene
in a few hours, according to fire
officials.
Factories, restaurants and car
washes closed shortly after the fire
was discovered and water was cut
off. They remain closed today as
do Anderson County High School,
three elementary schools and a
private school, police said.
About 1.2 million gallons of
water was in city storage tanks,
according to officials with the state
Division of Water. The city uses
about 1.8 million gallons a day.
It was expected that with strict
conservation, there might be enough
water to last a day or two. No
one was sure yesterday when the
water treatment plant would resume
operations.
James Ritchey, Anderson County's public safety director, said he
had contacted the Kentucky National Guard about trucking in water.
Bottled water quickly disappeared
from store shelves.
The alcohol in the river was
likely to kill fish and cause other
damage,
state
environmental
wildlife officials said. It could take
a couple of days before a complete assessment can be made, said
Sgt. Steve Votaw of the state
Department for Fish and Wildlife
Resources. A section of the river

— from Lock and Dam No. 5 to
Bill Fint's boat dock — was closed
to boats.
The next city along the Kentucky is Frankfort but Chris Riddle, supervisor at the water treatment plant there, said he doesn't
expect the alcohol to reach his
plant for two or three days. Officials said it would likely be diluted by then.
The warehouse was six stories
high with a wooden frame covered with tin. It held 15,000 to
20,000 barrels, each containing
slightly less than 53 gallons of bourbon, said Gregg Snyder, the distillery's managing director.
The warehouse was 20 to 25
years old and had no sprinkler
system, he said. It was one of a
dozen warehouses at the distillery, which is between Lawrenceburg and Versailles.
The bourbon was about 107 to
112 proof, Snyder said. That means
it was more than 50 percent alcohol. Losing the warehouse will not
disrupt the supply of Wild Turkey,
he said. The Wild Turkey distillery is owned by Boulevard Distillers.
It was the biggest bourbon warehouse fire in Kentucky since seven
Heaven Hill warehouses were
destroyed in Bardstown in November 1996.

• Course
From Page 1
reception held in Bill's honor at
Kenlake April 21. During the ceremonies, Cordie Lee was presented with a plaque from the Kentucky General Assembly in honor
of her late husband.
In addition to the plaque, the
Kenlake golf course was also named
in Bill's honor, allhough Cordie
Lee said the course is one area
the park will be striving to improve
in the future.
"The golf course is really what
they're going to work on," she
said. "Where it's at now is not a
very good place."
Cordie Lee, 80, should know a
thing or two about the golf course,
since her husband was one of its
original designers. During his time
as superintendent, Bill also helped

design the Kenlake lodge and boat
dock.
Born in Paris, Ky., in 1918,
Bill graduated from Murray High
School before working as a safety officer and fire inspector for
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
That experience led to his being
appointed Kenlake superintendent
by then-Gov. Lawrence Weatherby.
Even though Bill died about 10
years ago, he is still helping people in this world, thanks to Cordie
Lee, who donated his brain for
the study of the effects of
Alzheimer's disease.
"I made up my mind that's
what I was going to do," she said.
"You know, it sounds horrible to
do, but just think what that can
do for other people."
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Meet the Candidates For
Commonwealth Fittorn :
F. JEANNE CARROLL
GALE COOK
MIKE WARD
'Thurs., May 11 • 7:00 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club House — 704 Vine St.
Sponsored by Murray Woman's Club
7
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Editorials not reportable donations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Editorial endorsements by newspapers are political speech protected
by the First Amendment and not
akin to cash contributions that must
be reported, the Registry of Election Finance ruled Tuesday.
The cases brought up the seeming contradiction between the Kentucky Constitution's prohibition
against any corporate support for
political candidates and the traditional role of newspaper political
coverage, even if practiced these
days by large corporate owners.
The 1891 Kentucky Constitution
goes to great lengths to prohibit
corporations from political activity

and orders that a corporate charter
be revoked if a company is found
to have violated that restriction.
John Riley, a conservative activist from Louisville, said the endorsements of The Courier-Journal
and the Lexington Herald Leader of
Gov. Paul Patton's 1999 re-election
campaign were of incalculable
value.
The "huge political value dwarfs
the monetary value" if the space
devoted to an editorial were available for sale as advertising, Riley
said.
"Who does this agency serve
and protect?" Riley said during the
registry hearing.

From Page 1
Anderson and deputies Troy Defew
and Jamie French. They are accused
of violating Johnson's right to due
process and his civil rights, Lookofsky said.
Lookofsky noted in the lawsuit
that Ward also got indictments
accusing seven people of felonies
in connection to the 1998 fatal
Hester Residential College fire.
The charges were later dismissed
at Ward's request after evidence surfaced that an eighth person might
have been involved.
Five of the defendants sued
Ward and Kentucky State Police
investigators last October in Calloway Circuit Court, alleging malicious prosecution, wrongful arrest,
intentional infliction of emotional
distress and defamation. The case
is still pending.
Lookofsky said Johnson's fed-

eral lawsuit included the racketeering charge, which is leveled
when a pattern of illegal conduct
is alleged.
Johnson is asking for $73 million for damages to his reputation
and character, the 19 days he spent
in the Marshall County Jail following his arrest, the search of
his farm and being indicted, Lookofsky said.
The amount is "sufficient to
take care of damages he's suffered emotionally and mentally,
not to mention his finances," said
Lookofsky, who added that Johnson spent about $50,000 defending himself. The lawsuit also seeks
unspecified punitive damages.
Lookofsky said Johnson asked
him in late February or early March
to file a lawsuit. He said he didn't want to make Johnson wait to
file the lawsuit.
"Politics had nothing to do with
the timing," Lookofsky said.

Kentucky's coal supply examined
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
comprehensive study done by the
Kentucky Geological Survey confirms earlier assessments that eastern Kentucky's coal reserves are
dwindling.
The survey, started in the mid1990s, looked at the size of coal
seams in the state's Appalachian
region. It showed that more than
half of the thick coal has been
mined out in several premium
seams.
The estimates raise questions
about how long the state's coal industry can sustain annual production of 150 million to 160 million
tons given today's technology.
Without significant changes, it
won't be long, said Mike Templeman, a spokesman for Alliance
Coal LLC, which employed more
than 1,400 people last year and is
one of Kentucky's largest producers.
"It's not close to 20 years. It's

L

closer to 10," he said in an interview published in the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
The state geological survey
won't predict how many years the
Kentucky coal industry can sustain
current annual tonnage.
The study shows, however, that
there is reason to be concerned
about long-term production, said
Jerry Weisenfluh, a geologist who
worked on the assessment project.
"What the industry is facing
right now in eastern Kentucky is diminishing reserves." he said.
Projections about production are
based on several factors.
A change in world markets or an
increase in coal prices could make
it worthwhile to mine coal that
companies can't feasibly mine at
current prices.
"If the price goes up, it means a
lot more of these seams will be
mined," said Bill Caylor, vice
president of the Kentucky Coal Association.
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the First Amendment," said David
Fleenor, an attorney for the Lexington newspaper.
The registry dismissed the complaints, but registry member Robert
Sanders said the question is an interesting one for future consideration.
If a company not in the news
business used its own facilities to
produce materials endorsing a candidate, would that also be protected
speech? "I believe it would," Sanders said.
Lewis, who is not a lawyer, said
he has been in contact with attorneys about whether to appeal the
registry ruling.

KSP looks into county fire

II Ward ...

4

Riley called the report by the
registry's staff attorney that recommended dismissal of the case as
"total and utter nonsense" that attempted to provide political cover
for the newspapers and Patton.
Riley and Richard Lewis, who
has failed in several attempts to win
political office in Jefferson County,
said the newspapers are owned by
large companies and violate the
Kentucky Constitution.
But attorneys for the newspapers
said the Kentucky restrictions fail
when compared to the U.S. Constitution's guarantees of a free press.
"What we're talking about here,
political speech, is the very core of

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Kentucky State Police arson
investigator is probing an early
morning fire that destroyed a garage-apartment and two vehicles
near Hazel.
The fire was reported just after 3
a.m. after a woman living on U.S.
641 South heard two explosions
and saw a glow in the sky, said
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Randy Barnett.
The building — a garage with a
half-story apartment on top — on
Lauring Drive about 1 1/2 miles
from Hazel was on the ground by
the time CCFR members arrived,
Barnett said. A car and a pickup

truck beside the garage also were
destroyed, and heat from the fire
damaged an unoccupied house
nearby, he said.
The apartment was rented by
Larry Myers, who was not at home
at the time of the fire and is the
owner of the two vehicles, Barnett
said. Sammy Kimbro of Murray
owned the building, as well as the
nearby house, he said.
During the fire, the truck apparently rolled forward, crossed the
road and struck a telephone pole,
which has puzzled investigators,
Barnett said.
Eleven firefighters in four trucks
spent almost five hours at the
scene, Barnett said.

Toddler survives after
two days alone in crib
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)—
After 13-month-old Angelena Collins' father died, the toddler spent
two days alone in her crib.
The blond-haired girl wearing
only a soiled diaper was discovered
Monday when a neighbor forced
open the door to the mobile home
outside Prestonsburg where she
lived.
After two hot days inside the
metal structure — the trailer's window air-conditioning units were off
— Angelena was in surprisingly
good shape, said Scott Branham,
the neighbor who, with his wife,
Melissa, was credited by Floyd
County Coroner Roger Nelson with
saving the child's life.
Angelena's father, Denver B.
Collins, 44, died of an apparent
heart attack in a separate bedroom
sometime Saturday night, Nelson
said.
Two empty juice bottles were
found inside the crib and an empty
baby bottle that had contained milk
was on the bedroom floor, Nelson
said.
"She was a little dehydrated,"
Scott Branham said. "My wife

picked her up and took her next
door to my mom's. They gave her
about 2 1/2 cups of water, cleaned
her up and put some fresh clothes
on her."
_
Social workers took Angelena to
a Prestonsburg hospital where she
was treated and dismissed, a Kentucky State Police report said.
"I called today to check on her,"
Branham said. "She's with some
family members and they said she
was doing well."
Collins filed for divorce from
his wife, Carlena Collins, on April
7, Floyd court records show. He
had been awarded temporary custody of the child.
On April 24, Floyd County Attorney Keith Bartley, on Denver
Collins' behalf, filed a petition for
child support and health insurance,
records show.
Records also show that each parent obtained an emergency-protective order last year against the
other.
Denver Collins was a large man,
about 6-foot-4 and 270 pounds, but
had appeared to be in good health,
the coroner said.

Driver charged with waving
gun during feud with motorist
Rundle, 34, had two children in
MORGANTOWN, W.Va.(AP)
— A Kentucky man has been her car at the time.
Eventually, Rundle hurled a botcharged with waving a pellet pistol
at an angry Fairmont woman who tle at Campbell's car, and he pulled
threw a bottle at his car.
out the pistol.
When Campbell was stopped, he
The feud developed in the northdenied having a weapon, but a
bound lanes of Interstate 79 Tuessearch turned up the 10-shot pellet
day near Fairmont when Melissa
gun, which uses carbon dioxide
Rundle apparently cut off David A.
cartridges as a propellant.
Campbell in traffic.
He was charged with assault,
Campbell, 58, of Clospint, Ky., brandishing a weapon and giving
then cut off Rundle in retaliation, false information, then released on
and the two kept darting in front of a $1,450 bond, Robinson said.
each other up the highway, Senior
Rundle was charged with litterTrooper C.A. Robinson said.
ing.
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Art center plans unveiled
ment. The upper floor of the brickand-stone structure will include a
terrace overlooking the Ohio River.
"The main enclosure of the
stage is like a funnel to draw your
view into the stage itself," said
Zeidler, a principal of Toronto-based
Zeidler Roberts Partnership Inc. The
architectural firm has designed more
than 30 arts centers worldwide in
such cities as West Palm Beach,
Architect Eberhard Zeidler said Fla.; Mississauga, Ontario; and
the Four Rivers Center for the cologne, Germany.
Performing Arts will include a
Zeidler promised that Paducmain hall featuring a stage sur- ah's arts center will be unique and
rounded by a horseshoe-shaped con- offer excellent sound and visual
figuration of 1,800 seats. The lay- attributes — all while adhering to
out will give audiences "a good a tight budget. The project is expectand close relation" to performers. ed to be done by summer 2002.
There will also be a separate
"We feel that each performing
300-seat theater for local produc- arts center needs to express the
tions, banquets and receptions.
place where it is," he said.
The main hall will feature two
Desiree Owen-Lyles, executive
balconies and a dome to conceal director of Four Rivers, said $7
lighting, sound and other equip- million must be raised to fully
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Supporters of a planned $34.2 million arts center have gotten their
first look at the architect's concept of the facility.
A scale model and a computer-animated depiction of the center were presented Monday during a ceremony at its proposed
downtown site.

BERNARD KANEA_eoger 8, Times photo
A TEAM EFFORT...Changing traffic lights at the intersection of Chestnut and 12th streets,
this city work crew controls traffic with flags and signs as another crew member changes the
bulbs Tuesday afternoon.

Report: New teachers would have
failed new certification requirements
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A cations are in school districts out can find, knowing that the process
itself may in some areas inadverJefferson County school official there."
Greer said after the meeting: tently create shortages?"
says the teacher shortage in Kentucky could worsen as a result of "I know we want to improve. ...
Kentucky law requires that
higher scores required for teach- But we're taking a tremendous
beginning
teachers pass a test of
leap here. At a time when we are
ers to pass certification tests.
"content
knowledge"
before they
highthe
shows
of
are
short
why
already
teachers,
report
new
A
be
can
certified
to
Last year
teach.
er scores would have meant fail- we scaling it up so that we'll have
the
board
a
completed
detailed
ure for many new teachers who even fewer?"
of
review
these
subject-area
exams
two
last
the
of
the
But Joe Early, chairman
passed their tests
and raised the required score in
years. It underscores the dilemma standards board, said that the report
33 of 41 teaching specialties.
for education policy-makers in Ken- does not necessarily mean the highOnly 2.9 percent of the results
tucky: how to raise standards for er standards will cause a drop in
on elementary-education certificateachers without further shrinking the number of new teachers.
tion tests in 1998 and 1999 were
"If experts tell us this is what
the inadequate supply of teachers.
failing grades.
"The bottom line is I still have a teacher needs to know, contentBut the report, by the staff of
to have a teacher in a classroom," wise, to teach in our high schools,
Rita Greer, personnel coordinator the question becomes: Do we adopt the Kentucky Education Profesfor Jefferson County Public lower standards to make sure the sional Standards Board, showed that
Schools. told the board Monday classrooms are filled with teach- 21.4 percent of those results would
ers?" Early asked. "Or do we do have been failing grades under the
in response to the new report.
"I need you to understand as our best to fill those classrooms new standards. (Some people take
you look at this what the impli- with the best-qualified people we the test three times in a year).

Report: U.S. unlikely to meet chemical
weapons destruction deadline of 2007
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States probably won't meet
a 2007 deadline for destroying
chemical weapons stockpiles, congressional investigators say, noting that only about 18 percent of
the 31,496 tons of nerve gas, mustard gas and other chemicals have
been incinerated since the effort
began in the 1980s.
"After two years of essentially
sticking their head in the sand,
they (military officials) have publicly admitted for the first time
that they are not going to meet
this deadline," said Sean Conway,
spokesman for Sen. Wayne Allard,
R-Colo., a critic of the program.
"It raises a whole series of questions. If we miss the deadline.
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what then? More importantly, how
do we deal with a bureaucracy
that seems to have made a mess
of this program?"

dollars earmarked for chemical
weapons destruction, possibly leaving the money available for other
uses.

The General Accounting Office
report also faulted the Army's management of the $15 billion chemical weapons destruction program.
Investigators found $63 million in
spending which had not been properly recorded, and Army officials
could not explain why $10.4 million appropriated for the program
had not been spent, the report
said.

The GAO report found nearly
$500 million in unspent money from
1992 through 1999. The report
said most of that money accumulated because of the Pentagon's
sluggish financial systems, because
environmental permits were delayed
or because contractors had not yet
billed the government for their
work.

Congressional critics asked for
the GAO investigation last year
after a Pentagon report said the
Army had not spent millions of

Congress ordered the military
to begin destroying America's
31,496 tons of nerve agents, mustard gas and other chemical
weapons in 1986.

fund the project, which originally
was estimated to cost $23 million.
She said the additional $11.2 million resulted from more detailed and
accurate design plans, a construction boom creating higher labor
and material expenses, and decisions to increase the center's size
by 15,000 square feet to 94.000
square feet and to have better
acoustics.
So far, about $26 million has
been raised for the project's construction and another $9.2 million
has been set aside for annual operating costs. The $26 million
includes $20 million in state funds
committed during the past two years
and $6 million in priVate donations.
More revenue will he generated by a local 2 percent lodging
tax.

Hatchett: Records `unauditable'
was delayed while a federal inves(AP) — In a rare move, State should not be underestimated.
"They are very serious, andwhen tigation was being conducted on
Auditor Ed Hatchett called the
financial records of the Perry Coun- you couple those sorts of activi- Neace's activities.
Neace was sentenced in April
ty Fiscal Court "unauditable" Tues- ties with the extremely poor record
day and renounced an auditor's keeping and the weak internal con- by U.S. District Judge Joseph M.
Hood to 15 months in prison for
opinion of an annual review of trol structure in the county, they
rise to a level that is very unusu- mail fraud. He admitted in a plea
the documents.
al," Hatchett said.
agreement that he sold used vehiHatchett officially disclaimed the
In an 85-page report released cles to the county at inflated prices.
report partly because of the inabilTuesday. Hatchett lists 28 comments
Prior to be unseated in the 1998
ity to trust statements made by and
recommendations critical of Democratic primary by current
former Perry County Judge-Exec- the
county's records and fiscal judge-executive Denny Ray Noble,
utive Sherman Neace and because management.
he held the post for 12 years.
of the county's incomplete and
Hatchett said the audit was part
Noble said Tuesday that he wasdisorganized financial records for of review done annually of every
n't surprised by what the audit
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1998, fiscal court, but Perry County's
revealed.
he said in a phone interview.
"The situation is deplorable. This
is the first time in at least 25
years our auditors have been unable
to express an opinion because of
the state of the financial records
and management of a county," he
said in a statement.
The audit found a deficit of
almost $743,000 in the county's
Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000
general fund, and a deficit of
almost $14,000 in the jail fund.
It was also discovered that the
Minimum deposit $5,000
APY*
1-year
fiscal court had exceeded budgeted amounts by more than $800,000.
Minimum deposit $5,000
APY*
3-year
Hatchett said the seriousness of
problems with the county's finances
Minimum deposit $5,000
APY*
5-year
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School serves as model
Even with all the national attention given Kentucky's 1990 Education Reform Act over the years,
it was a strange experience last
week having the president of the
United States in the state hailing
a Kentucky school as a national
leader in its education success
story.
Perhaps it is that feeling of and as 4 result test stores are up from an ivy league university to
inferiority associated with decades dramatically and in every meas- understand and appreciate. For
of being listed at or near the bot- urement improvement is impressive. years, studies have shown the earWhat's their secret?
lier children are taught languages,
tom of the 50 states in education
There's
nothing secret about it music and the arts, the faster they
rankings.
No matter what you think of at all. Kindergarten students learn will develop in school.
Unfortunately, it has taken a
Bill Clinton either as an individ- Spanish and are instructed in playual or as president, or of the polit- ing the piano. Art instruction is decade to realize that this kind of
ical motives involved in his visit in every school and students lis- approach to early education must
to Owensboro Wednesday and ten to classical music. Students be applied statewide instead of the
schools in three other states dur- play chess, and the act of con- initiative of a single school or a
ing his two-day education tour, what centrating on what they will do solitary school system.
Kentucky taxpayers spend bilhe said to the students, parents two or three moves in advance
and staff of Audubon Elementary has shown an improvement in their lions of dollars on public schools,
School in Daviess County had to thinking skills teachers find impres- but it's a rare school that has a
inspire pride in what Kentucky sive.
full-time art instructor, music
Thus Audubon Elementary is teacher or chess board available
has accomplished over the last
among the top schools in the state for third graders. At best, this kind
decade.
That's because Clinton directed in its test results and has won of instruction is a sometime thing,
his remarks at the core concept national awards for its achieve- and art teachers may be spread
around which Kentucky legislators ment.
among two, three or more schools.
And all of this with a student
crafted KERA a decade ago: That
The sad fact is that even with
all students, no matter their eco- body that conventional thinking the impressive goals set by KERA,
nomic or social background, are condemns to lackluster performance Kentucky schools spend more each
capable of learning at the highest compared to students from more year on basketballs and soccer
affluent, better educated back- balls than they do on art supplies.
level.
There are those who have scoffed grounds.
Music instruction comes mostly at
at that notion from the very beginActually, year after year, indi- the high school level and that is
ning, but schools like Audubon vidual schools in some of Ken- aimed too often at producing a
are proving them wrong and the tucky's poorest regions have stood band to march at half-time of the
,concept to be right on target.
out among all the schools in the Friday night football game.
'—Located in a rural area of Daviess state on test results.
It's time to take the kind of
County, with an enrollment made
And time and time again, a curriculum that Clinton praised so
up largely of students from low- close look at the reason reveals highly at Audubon last week and
income families, Audubon's per- teachers, administrators and staff put it in every elementary school
formance as recently as 1994 was who go well beyond the normal in Kentucky.
hardly worthy of presidential acco- classroom recitations, who get parIt will take money and a change
lades.
ents involved in their children's edu- in attitude in some schools, but
But in recent years, Daviess cation and motivate them to be we've been that road before.
and his ramrod-straight posture —
County school officials have taken active in school activities.
There's no reason not to go
a ballerina's envy, except that his
their schools to the cutting edge,
This doesn't take a doctorate down it again.
is punctuated by size 10 1/2-wide
feet — never slips.
A peek at his private daily
schedule reveals "attire notes" for
each stop so he will never be
over- or underdressed.
As his motorcade headed to the
limits my information, but if Tubby does not get
Manchester, N.H., American Legion
Darius Rice, it is disappointing, but there is nothhall, the candidate had an aide
ing wrong with the recruits who have committed.
radio ahead to see if veterans there
While we think of Lexington as a fine place
were wearing their Legion hats.
and that a new recruit should feel lucky to get
(Gore, who served five months in
the offer to go to UK, the rest of the country
Vietnam as an Army reporter, travDear Editor:
does not universally share this opinion.
els with his.)
From a thought-provoking standpoint Scott NanCan you think why a recruit might be perney's May 4 column on Tubby Smith being the suaded to go to college in Miami, Fla.? You menThe message that came back:
right person to be UK's coach is valid.
Only a few hats. "We recommend
tion Scott Padgett as one of the great Pitino recruits
Beyond that realm, he is off base by a con- - how many schools considered Scott to be a
he go sans chapeau."
siderable amount.
Gore devours every word writfuture NBA player when he came out of high
ten about him and, even weeks
There is one area that Tubby has not done well school?
during his time with UK — recruiting his son,
later, can recite a reporter's exact
Let's give these young men who have comSaul, putting both father and son into a no-win mitted a chance to become Wildcats before we
wording in phrases that delighted
situation. No argument on this one.
or offended him.
say that Tubby can't recruit.
Tubby has demonstrated an excellent bench-coachNone of this is to suggest he
For this past year's team to achieve 23 wins
ing game, placing players into games or remov- is an amazing feat. They shared the conference
is entirely self-absorbed.
ing them at the appropriate times.
Despite a host of aides, Gore
championship! Did they do this because they were
His character is exemplary as evidenced by the a group of stellar athletes?
lugged his grandson's car seat and
way he handled the John Stewart situation - he
diaper bag off the plane after a
Absolutely not. They accomplished this record
did a great job of representing UK and clearly through determined effort on the defensive end
recent flight.
made a sincere response to a tragic occurrence.
Markedly unlike President Clinand an ability to find a way to win.
There have been no instances of actions that
ton, Gore considers it rude to be
Losing to Syracuse was not a disgrace. Let's
have not been professional, even when bad behav- see, which teams did Kentucky beat this year?
more than 12 minutes late for any
ior by teenagers has put him into awkward posi- Did that list include Michigan State and Florida?
occasion and longtime aides report
tions. Tubby's integrity has not been compromised
never having heard him raise his
Maybe Tubby did do a few things right?
in any way during his time as a coach at any
voice.
level.
He reprimands with low, icy
Walt Blackburn
Recruitment of higb school athletes is a tough
utterances and often evades ques12134 Golden Bluff Ct.
business. Not knowing the full scope of this process
tions he doesn't like by questionIndianapolis, IN 46236
ing his questioner — menacing
and well-meaning alike.
One Clinton habit does show
up in Gore.
At the Milford, N.H., Riverhouse Cafe, Gore ate fingers-tomouth from the pile of corned
beef hash warming on the grill while
he used the kitchen phone to talk
with ESPN radio.
He waved off the appalled chef's
insistence upon a plate and fork.

Gore hits marks for TV
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
forward hatch of Air Force Two
operates a bit like a stage curtain: On the outer side of the
threshold, Al Gore is in pressed
pants and hairspray. Inside, the
man the Secret Service code-named
"Sundance" pads about in flipflops and short shorts, with a briefing book or cold Heineken in
hand.
Those who hold backstage passes to Campaign 2000 hear the
question a lot: What's Gore really like? Glimpses behind the curtain offer some surprising answers
— like goofy.
In a receiving line of VIPs at
the snowy Rochester. N.Y., air-:
port, the vice president encountered the insolent pout of 2-yearold Emily Forth.
Instead of saying hello and moving on, Gore mimicked her pose
— eyes narrowed, lower lip stuck
out — and made a game of it.
"I'm going to count to 10," he
told the tot, as nervous pilots waited to get him aboard to begin
deicing. "I bet I can make you
smile before 1 get to 10."
Under Gore's playfully stern
stare, Emily made it to four before
dissolving in a giggle.
Before speeches, Gore regularly does an offstage shuffling dance
— to loosen up, he explained to
aides. In private, he sings country tunes on-key but with such an
exaggerated twang that he can
sound like a baying hound dog.
A master practical joker. Gore
approved the wallpapering of a
corridor in the New Orleans Fairmont Hotel with photocopied
posters noting the resemblance
between campaign press secretary
Chris Lehane and TV's Eddie Munster.
At other moments, it's easy to
see how this famously robotic politician got his reputation.
In the high-tech control room
of Covad, a firm in California's
Silicon Vac:yr Qore stood at an
"X" marked in masking tape on
the floor for a round robin of
quickie interviews with five local
TV news crews.
"Two-camera shoot?" he asked
a pair from KRON-Channel 4 as

ANALYSIS

SANDRA SOBIERAJ
Associated Press Writer •
he expertly clipped a microphone
to his tie and tucked its wire out
of sight.
A former journalist, Gore is a
pro talking to cameras and can
turn himself on or off as if flipping a switch.
Between interviews, he zoned
out, staring into space and whistling.
A loud "Ahem"from Lehane roused
Gore from his reverie and he was
back, giving KTVU-Channel 2 an
impassioned spiel on school violence.
In another scene, in the back
seat of his limousine, Gore rattled off Social Security statistics
and talking points against Republican presidential rival George W.
Bush, all the while keeping an
eye on the window for people to
wave to.
At his foot was the nylon cooler bag his valet keeps at the ready
with a cold soda, hairbrush, spray
(Gore is said to be obsessed with
the growing bald spot at his crown)
and small bath towel.
Prone to profuse sweating, Gore
learned on New Hampshire primary night — when he nearly
went on live television with a
shred of tissue pasted to his damp
cheek — that terry cloth is better for toweling off.
It could be body heat that
explains why Gore changes into
running shorts even for brief flights
on a plane kept so chilly that
some people wrap themselves in
blankets.
Or, it could be vanity.
At 52, he doggedly maintains
his marathon runner's legs and
wears his sweaters tucked in at
the waist where they show off the
fruits of traveling with an "Ab
roller," a set of weights and a fitness book, "The Pilates Body."
Gore sucks in his stomach when
he knows cameras are watching
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Children not protected from danger

DEA THS
Ansel Edward Griffin
Ansel Edward Griffin. 92, Wiswell Road, Murray, died Tuesday,
May 9, 2000, at 5:05 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church, he was a retired
brick mason.
Born Dec. 1, 1907, in Almo, he was the son of the late I.B. Griffin and Lula Cleaver Griffin. One sister, Juanita Knight, preceded him,
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Thelma Outland Griffin, to whom
he was married Feb. 1 1, 1929, in Metropolis, Ill.; three nieces, Mrs.
Mildred Knight Freel, Murray, Mrs. Jane Outland Flanery, Paducah,
and Mrs. Jessie Atkins Fengal, Boca Raton, Fla.; one nephew, Jackie
E. Knight, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Billy Turner and the Rev. Randall
Kuykendall will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Marelle E. Farless
Mrs. Marelle E. Farless, 89, Vine Street, Murray, died today, Wednesday, May 10, 2000, at 3:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her death followed an extended illness.
Her husband, Corbit C. Farless, and one son, Dr. Robert E. Farless, both preceded her in death.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Marvin Vincent English
A memorial service for Dr. Marvin Vincent English will be Saturday. May 27, 2000, at 11 a.m. in Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic
Church, Ada, Ohio.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to the
Marvin V. English Scholarship Fund at Ohio Northern University or
to Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church.
Dr. English, Ada, Ohio, father of Linda English of Murray, died
Wednesday, May 3, 2000, at his winter home in Naples, Fla.
He graduated from Onondaga Valley High School, Syracuse, N.Y..
and Cook Academy Preparatory School, Montour Falls, N.Y. A 1941
graduate of Ohio Northern University, English received a master's
degree from Columbia University and completed post-graduate work
at Indiana University. He was bestowed an honorary doctorate by
Ohio Northern University in 1996.
Dr. English received two battle stars for his service as a U.S.
Naval gunnery officer during World War II. An educator for 41 years,
he was a professor of health and physical education, departmental
chair, head basketball and baseball coach, assistant football coach and
athletic director. He was named to the ONU Athletic Hall of Fame
and received the ONU Distinguished Alumni award and was named
to the National Association of Athletic Directors Hall of Fame.*
He was a member of Theta Nu Epsilon fraternity, ONU N-Men's
association, Elks Lodge and the Rotary Club.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kathleen Agnes Sullivan English,
to whom he had been married for 60 years; five children, Jerry English, Glennwood Springs,. Colo., Kathy English Edwards, New Carlisle,
Ohio, Linda English, Murray, Timothy English, Westlake, Ohio, and
Thomas English, Jersey City, NJ.; eight grandchildren; two sisters;
one brother.

Mrs. Mary Frances Sumter
Mrs. Mary Frances Farris Sumter, 58, Phoenix, Ariz., formerly of
Murray, died Saturday, May 6, 2000, at John C. Lincoln Hospital,
Phoenix.
B(Irn Aug. 24, 1941, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Asher Farris and Mildred Carrol Farris.
Survivors include four sons, Tim Story and Marty Story, Louisville,
John David Sumter, Draffenville, and Jimmy Boatwright, Detroit, Mich.;
one brother, Terry Fan-is, one niece, Kristy Robinson, and one nephew,
Kevin Fan-is, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at a time to be announced. Dr. Thomas
Yoder will officiate. Burial will follow in Coles Camp Ground Cemetery, Murray.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Thursday.

Mrs. Pauline Harper
Mrs. Pauline Harper, 81, Warren, Mich., formerly of Paducah, died
Saturday, May 6, 2000, at 2:10 p.m. at her home.
She was the daughter of the late Robert Hack and Martie Stokes
Hack. One sister and one half brother also preceded her in death. She
was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Harry C. Harper; three sisters, Mrs.
Diane Canter, Mayfield, Mrs. Sharron Dunlap, West Paducah, and
Mrs. Flora Morris, Warren, Mich.; four brothers, Bobby Don Hack,
Dexter, and James Hack, Johnny Hack and Kerry Hack, all of Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Lake Riley will officiate. Burial will
follow in Fooks Cemetery in Marshall County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Hospice of Michigan, 16250 Northland Dr., Southfield, MI 43075.
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QUESTION: I have heard you
say that we have shamefully mismanaged the present generation of
children. Explain what you meant
by that.
DR. DOBSON: I was referring
to the many harmful influences
that previous generations didn't
have to confront, at least not to
the degree that we see today.
That includes safe-sex ideology, and violence and sexual imagery
in movies, rock music and television. It refers to gang activity and
drug abuse, and many other dangerous aspects of the culture.
I was speaking also about the
extreme emphasis on physical
attractiveness and body consciousness in Western nations that
is having a terrible impact on children. It can even be life-threatening to them.
A study done at the University of California has shown that
80 percent of girls in the fourth
grade have attempted to diet
because they see themselves as
fat. One elementary school girl
justified her dieting by saying she
Just wanted to be skinny so that
no one would tease her.
How sad it is that children in
this culture have been taught to
hate their bodies - to measure their
worth by comparison to a standard that they can never achieve.

At a time when they should be
busy being kids, they're worried
about how much they weigh, how
they look and how they're seen
by others.
For young girls, this insistence
on .being thin is magnified by the
cruelties eif childhood. Dozens of
studies now show that overweight
children are held in low regard
by their peers, even at an early
age. According to one investigation, silhouettes of obese children
were described by 6-year-olds as
"lazy," "stupid" and "ugly."
This overemphasis on beauty
does not occur in a vacuum, of
course. Our children have caught
our prejudices and our system of
values. We, too, measure human
worth largely on a scale of physical attractiveness.
It's bad enough when adults evaluate each other that way. It's tragic when millions of children have
already concluded that they're hopelessly flawed, even before life has
gotten started.

We must take the blame for
the many pressures on today's kids.
Fifty years ago, parents and other
adults acted in concert up protect
kids - from pornography, from sexual abuse, from harmful ideas and
from dangerous substances..
Millions of husbands and wive
stayed together "for the benefit of
the children." It was understood
that tender minds and bodies needed to be shielded from that which
could hurt them. But now, child
abuse, date rape and sexually transmitted disease are rampant.
As the family has unraveled
and as adults have become more
self-centered and preoccupied, children are often left to fend for
themselves in a very dangerous
world. It may be our greatest failing as a people.
s*

QUESTION: I've read that it
oId chileari be
teachho 4-year-old
possible tod.s
dren ssiblere
workis
to
Should
ing on this with my child?
ANSWER: If a youngster is
particularly sharp and if he or she
can learn to read without feeling
undue adult pressure, it would be
advantageous to teach this skill.
But that's a much bigger "if'
than most people realize. There
are some parents who find it difficult to work with their children
without showing frustration over
immaturity and uninterest.
Furthermore, new skills should
be taught at the age when they
are most needed. Why invest unnecessary effort trying to teach a child
to read when he has not yet learned
to cross the street, tie his shoes,
count to 10 or answer the telephone?
It seems foolish to get panicky .
over preschool reading. The best
policy is to provide your children
with many interesting books and
materials, read to them every day
and answer their questions.
You can then introduce them
to phonics and watch the lights
go on. It's fun if you don't push
too hard.
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Firstar is proud to introduce our exclusive Five Star Service Guarantee. No other bank
offers a service guarantee as comprehensive as our five point, Five Star Service Guarantee.
Our commitment to superior customer service is embodied in the words of our guarantee
and in the actions of every Firstar Banker... every day. ••••••••••
•
•
•

Wait no more
than 5 minutes
in any teller line.

Firstar Express Personal
Bankers are available
24 hours a day.

•••••••••••••••••••
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EXPRESS LANE
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IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
mum Nimorr mut um

Ira MINUTES
sl OR LESS
•

ATMs available
24 hours a day,
7 days a week

••••••••••••••••••
•

•

•
••••
Same day response
on questions made
before 3:00 p.m.

ft

•
•
Checking and savings
statements will be accurate

.1

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

••••••••

'
Aurora, KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials

Wednesday thru Sunday
• DaY
./tit1e-19
S
/V
CII/Cil

at I lasts Sunday "lay 14

•
•
••••• If we fail to do any of the above,
we will credit your Firstar account $5.00.

IRSTAR

444
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call 474-2773
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motion hotline
l-800 474-2770

Bank Without Boundaries

,
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The Calloway County Public Library has three of their display cases in the lobby and main library filled with exhibits
pertaining to special times for the month of May.
As we entered the library, we were able to see the exhibit
ease filled with items about Mother's Day which will be this
coming Sunday. This is a day set aside just to honor our mothers, both living and dead. The cards and books shown concerning the day are very heart-warming for Mother's Day.
In another case in the lobby is an exhibit for the observance
of Memorial Day which will be observed this year on May 29.
Items from all of the wars of the United States are included
in the exhibit. This is a special day that has been set as a holiday to decorate the graves of all soldiers of all wars.
In the case just inside the main lobby is an exhibit about
gardening. Usually during the month of May, people start setting our flowers and also planting gardens waiting for a harvest of food later in the summer. Special items of all kinds pertaining to gardening are included.

BRUNCH HELD - Pictured at the April luncheon of Christian Women's Club are, from left, standing, Jeanetta Smith,
Rowina Wilburn, Virginia Bartles, seated, Lavonia Rowland
and Nancy Rice.

Club hosts brunch
Virginia Bartles of Hustonville was introduced by Lavonia Rowwas the featured speaker at the April land.
brunch of the Christian Women's
Presiding at the brunch was
Club of Murray held at Calloway Rowina Wilburn, chairman. KimInn.
ber Hale discussed the special projBarites, a special education ect
for the month.
teacher and creative writer with
/
Mrs. Sager announced a Friendshort stories published, had as her
ship Bible Coffee starting May 5
theme. "Walking with God." She
at 10 a.m. at her home. Other
related ways in which persons can
make positive changes in their lives. sessions will be the first Friday
Brenda Hines of Murray, soloist, of each month.
The next brunch of the Chrissang "The Way We Were" and
tian
Women's Club will be May
They Could Not" with Allene
Knight as accompanist. She was 19 from 10 a.m. to noon at Calloway Inn Restaurant. Reservaintroduced by Jeri-Kay Sager.
Jeanetta Smith of Murray pre- tions should be made by May 17
sented the special feature giving by calling Freda Lovett at 753ways to beautify your home. She 3999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

GRADUATION

SEIKO

200/o

Pancake breakfast Saturday
Jennifer Clayton and David Stanfill

Clayton-Stanfill vows
will be said on June 3
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Clayton (3t Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Rose Clayton, to David Wayne Stanfill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stanfill of
Lexington, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams
of Murray and the late Charles Clayton, and of Mrs. Margaret Campbell of Murray and the late Walter Campbell.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hicks
Stanfill and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Coy Stewart. all of Lexington.
Tenn.
Miss Clayton is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
is the marketing director for Four Seasons Sales & Service. Paris.
Tenn.
Mr. Campbell, a graduate of Lexington High School. received a
master's degree in administration from the University of Tennessee in
Martin. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is owner
of Sonic Drive In. Paris.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 3, 2000, at 6 p.m. in the Rose
Garden at Paris Landing State Park. Music will begin at 5:30 p.m.
A reception will immediately follow at the Convention Center of
Hampton Inn, Paris, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

OFF

SEIKO
J.T. LEE,Jeweler

TJ's Bar•B•Q
WOW OPM
MONDAY - SATURDAY SPECIAL
Lg. Hamburger, Fries, Med. Drink

$3.69

Chestnut Street • Murray • 759-1141
•
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Smile!

It's Portrait Time.
Only
0•

t

$595

#11111s1
.4::

(

759-5555
806 Chestnut St.
Cr-:tt-,r,no Available

CELLTOUCH,inc. $25 for 100 minutes
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111
cum
•u1•11:11111710
*1511(11

FREE Nokia 918
Phone & Car Charger

WAL*MARY
Portrait Studio

Available on new one year service agreement. Subiect to credit
check and approval. Fee will be
charged for early termination of contract Other restnctions May
apply Otter ends 5/13/00.

Lady Fury Softball Team is having a rebate night today (Wednesday) at Sirloin Stockade. Funds will be used toward expenses for
play this summer.

Barker family plans reunion
Descendants of William Gray and Mamie Barker will have their
annual family reunion at Bob Cherry Civic Center, 2701 Park Ave.,
Paducah. on June 4 from ii a.m. to 4 p.m. Family members,
friends of the family and descendants are urged to attend and bring
food for their families for the large buffet; and to bring old family photos and family memorabilia. For information call Janie
Ottway at 1-270-554-5881, Doug Wilson at 1-270-856-3630 or Jerry
W. Beyer at 1-270-443-4556.

Dexter seniors plan event
Dexter Senior Citizens will have a special promotion on Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the
Dexter Community Center.

Hazel Woman's Club will have annual luncheon for the senior
citizens of the Hazel area on Saturday at noon at the Hazel Community Center. This is the time each year that the club members
remember the senior citizens of the area.

Day camps scheduled
Day Camp 2000, sponsored by First Baptist Church, will be
June 19 to 22 for children, ages 4 to 7, and June 26 to 29 for
children, ages 8 to 12. Day Camp will be at the back shelter of
Murray-Calloway County Park with Joetta Kelly as director. For
more information about the camps and registration call the church
office at 753-1854

Fire district meeting scheduled
VFW meeting on Thursday
Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Auxiliary will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall
at South Sixth and Maple Streets. Murray.

Christian Women's Club of Murray will have its monthly prayer
coffee on thursday at 9:30 a.m. at Hickory Woods Retirement Center, Utterback Road, Murray. All interested women are invited.

SS representative will be here
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to
assist persons in filing claims and other special questions.

C

Fire District changes meeting
Calloway County Fire District No. 8 fel. Harris Grove and Hazel
areas has changed its meeting for this month from second Sunday
to third Sunday at 2 p.m. at Taylor Store station. This change is
being made this month because of Mother's Day on May 14.

Frigidaire Room Air Conditioner
recrte -Together Moments)

Inamat

NO SUBJECT FEES OP ADOMONAL CHANGES 1515 package pnce
part at photograph POW /Or CL1100,0 per'llt11 0,1 1111111C*0, Lena one
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Photographer Will Be Available These 5 Days Only:
Thursday, May 11 through Monday, May 15
Photography Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

MURRAY

1FR6IDAIRE

Model No FAS1132J2A

SALE

U.S. Hwy. 641 North
Pc. -elf

Softball team has benefit

Prayer coffee on Thursday
Ask about our add-on line
special for S10 per month!

(New Drape Background)

One - 10x13
Two - 8x1Os
Four - 5x7s
Four - 31Ax 5s
32 Wallets

Murray High School will host an incoming freshmen parent
meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the school. All parents are
encouraged to attend, as there will be MHS administration and faculty available to answer your scheduling concerns.

Calloway County Fire District No. 3 is scheduled to meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Faxon station.

No
Fees
No Hidden Costs!

,

MHS meeting Thursday

Hazel club to honor seniors

Suggested retail price

"toiti

Kiwanis Club of Murray will have its annual pancake breakfast
on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. at Rudy's Restaurant, west side of
downtown Murray courtsquare. Tickets are $4 for adult and $2 for
children 12 and under. All proceeds will benefit service projects.

*18,000 BTU Room Air
Conditioner
*New Fresh Air/Exhaust
Vent
08.8 EER
*3 Fan/Cool Speeds
*Adjustable 4-Way Air
Flow
*Slide-Out Chassis

9449

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

Hurry! One Week Only!

AMPS*crottren
eve r.tors. Dorms

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH S CARRY!

Bridal
tgistni

V

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Lorrie Ham
bride-elect of
Ted Booth
join our
bridal registry.

Chestnut St., Murray
851

Bridal
Registni

4

Pier 1 Imports
111 is pleased to have
Kern Bates
0
bride-elect of
Chad Holder
join our
•
bridal registry.

7
.0
017

I

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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tinue to be proud of.

BEN GRAVES
Calloway County Librarian
First off, I would like to extend
our deepest thanks to Rep. Buddy
Buckingham and Sen. Bob Jackson for their hard work on House
Bill 825. HB825 established a
state-wide fund for library assistance. This is a major step towards
providing a higher level of library
service for every person in the
state.
Gentlemen, thanks.
I've been working on this opening for the last hour and a half,
trying to think of a humorous way
to get started. I haven't had much
luck. Librarians will laugh about
almost anything. But when you
start talking about providing real
value to the taxpayers, they all
get just as serious as church.
We Owe our taxpayers the best.
efforts of our profession. Part of
those efforts is good collection management. A library's book collec-

non is like a garden. Most books
are annuals, they bloom and then
they pass away to be replaced by
other books.
But a few books are perennials. They bloom again and again,
each time delighting new generations of readers. And, like perennials in a garden, they need attention now and then to keep them
at their best.
We're going to be paying more
attention to out classics in the
next few years. We'll be replacing the worn copies with new ones
and filling in gaps in our collection.
There are more books to buy
than can possibly be bought, so
we'll have to pick and choose.
Our first attention will go to books
for college bound. high-school juniors and seniors. After that, we'll
go though and make sure that our
collection is one that you can con-

Speaking of classics, we've just
gotten Ernest Hemingway's (ictional memoir,"True at First Light"
Edited by his son Patrick Hemingway, it's an account of Hemingway's last African safari. There
will be a hold list on this one,
so you might want to get your
name down now.
One of the hallmarks of classics is that they don't change.
Hemingway's "The Old Man and
the Sea" is the same today as it
was when I read it in high school.
Works that deal well with eternal
themes tend not to age.

Pleasant Grove
Club meets

Gwendolyn Nelson and Raymond S. Ruch Jr. were married Friday,
March 10, 2000, at the home of the groom's parents.
The Rev. James Phillips officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Barbara Claudine Gipson and the late
Carl W. (Dub) Gipson.
The groom is the son of Raymond Sr. and Elizabeth Ruch.
Karen Rossom was matron of honor and Heather Dowdy, daughter of the groom, was bridesmaid. Renee Ruch and Martha Ruch,
daughters of the groom, were flower girls.
Jeremy Gambil was best man. Groomsman was Dennis Turner.
Scott Nelson, son of the bride, and Hunter Ruch, son of the groom,
were ring bearers.
A reception followed the wedding.
The couple is residing in Murray.

DONATION MADE...Barbara Simons, center, treasurer of Zeta
Department of Murray Woman's Club, presents a check for
Murray High School Project Graduation 2000 to Justin Garland, left, and Ashley Dunn, MHS seniors.

Donna Jackson presided at the
April meeting of South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held at
the Calloway County 'Public
Library.
The devotion was given by
Delyghte Humphrey. Reports were
given by Sherrie Paschall.
Members answered the roll call
by "A time she traveled the extra
mile."
It was announced that seven
members attended the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville.
Also present were Melissa Bogard, Clovis Brown, Martha Butterworth, Lisa McDougal, Amy
McDougal, Hilda Miller and Clara
Jean Paschall.
The club will meet May 11 at
9 a.m. at Hazel to go to The Iron
Place and lunch at Bonanza at Paris,
Tenn.
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BIRTHS
Dakota Reanne James
Ross and Windi James of Grapevine, Texas, are the parents of a
daughter, Dakota Reanne James, born on Wednesday, May 3, 2000,
at 6:34 p.m. at Baylor Medical Center, Grapevine.
The baby weighed eight pounds 10 ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. A sister is Devon, 6.
Grandparents are Joe Pat and Lola James of Murray and Charles
and Elaine Ellington of Grapevine, Texas. The new baby was born
on the birthday of her paternal grandfather.
TROOP VISITS - Southwest Brownie Troop #3163 recently
visited the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Troop members visited with the residents and
gave them Girl Scout cookies, according to Rhonda Rogers,
leader.

Little named
award winner
Marcie Little of Murray has been
named a national award winner
in English by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Little, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by her English teacher, Lynn Melton.
Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Little is the daughter of Fred
and Mary Jo Little of Murray.

Dirks speaks
at Rotary

Keep up with
Murray by
reading the
today pages.

THE IRON PLACE
Furnitur, fric iPcotterij

Open 2nd Weekend Each Month
GOOD SUPPLY OF ALL:
Table Sets/Sofa. Coffee & End Tables/Baker's
Racks/Yard Art/Pottery/Large Urns

Red Tag Sale On Some New Items This Month

NEW DATES:
Friday, May 12th, 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 13th, 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

(.W1for appointment:
642-7098 or 694-2549 *

CVO- t/Lionwsit,

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing
END RUSTY
SULFUR
WATER!
Improve The
Quality of
Your Water
& Life
Chemical
Free
Treatment
for:
Iron Sulfur,
Hardness,
Corrosion,
Taste &
Odors

FREE
WATER
TESTING

(/I

Mother's Day is Sunday and a time
to honor our mothers and people who
have been almost as special to us as a
mother.
Mothers are the people who love us
no matter what and the one who
always believes in us.
Be sure to honor your mother .or
wife on this special day. Mother's
Day is a wonderful time to express
your gratitude for all the love and
guidance they have given us over the
years.
We are showing our appreciation
with a special drawing for a $50 gift
certificate to be given away Saturday.
We have decided to continue our
20% off sale on all of our jewelry
through Friday.
Brighton® has a special promotion
going on. We're very pleased to offer
you the privilege and pleasure of
owning Brighton's first limited-edition handbags — Brighton® 2000
Collectibles.
Like a fine work of art, each is
signed and numbered, highly original
and sure to be treasured. While the
other handbags are created by individual artists. Brighton® 2000
Collectibles express the creative energy of their entire design team: exotic
materials, imaginative details, bold
colors and daring silhouettes.
Brighton® has only produced 5(X)
handbags in each particular style. We
have the first one here now, it is number 45 out of 500. We will be offering one of these unique handbags
each month. There will be a different
bag style that will be numbered and
offered through October.
These bags are a prized possession
who loves
person
for the
Brighton®—
. We will also offer the other
Brighton® handbags we have in
stock 20% off now through Saturday.
Free gift wrapping, of course is
always available.
We also have just received some fun
and casual handbags perfect for summer time fun.
Lots of great gift ideas for mom and
graduation - 2000 earrings and necklaces are wonderful for the graduate.
New dresses and sportswear are
arriving daily.
All jewelry in the store excluding
engravable sterling is 20% off
through Friday. We also have a $10
rack and 207 and 50% off racks
including some Tommy Bahama.
Congratulations to Rhonda Riley
who won the silver collection candle
at our luncheon on Friday. Join us this
week for a great lunch and shopping.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

MID-SOUTH AQUA
TREAT

Paducah & Bowling Green, KY
Call '11311 Free 877-352-5184
or 1270) 442-2120

0

.11•01

305 South 12th
Murray, KY •753-7441

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS

W

MOTHER
Pat Vick lost
54% lbs.
& 58 inches.

'ars,

On Mother's Day, May 14th
One OfA Kind Gifts For
That One OfA Kind Person
Closed Sunday
May 14th
For Mother's Day

FUN & FASHION

WATERGR

liAc hut. 79
turn right at
IWO and storage Irldgs..
takeiray Circle
Pari%.

JODI DIRKS

Jodi Dirks spoke to the Murray Rotary Club at a weekly luncheon meeting at Pagliai's
Dirks, a Murray State University international student, spoke
about her experience of being a
Rotary scholar to Australia, which
has six states and a population of
18 million.
The student said while there
she was able to travel over much
of the country and shared experiences of bush walking, attending the opera and seeing the
wildlife.

Thank YOU For Supporting
Relay For Life

complete and has lots of great
illustrations.
Illustrations, by the way, are a
real problem. Today's kids have
seen animations from "Jurassic
Park" to "Walking with Dinosaurs."
So, nothing will kill a dinosaur
book faster than geeky 60's illustrations.
Elm Kelsey's "Finding Out
About Dinosaurs- is definitely not
geeky. It's great reading and
informative too. Come on down
and check it out!

By D.K. Kelley
Technological change on the
other hand, %ill drive a book out
of date almost before it hits the
shelf. I've seen excellent books
on space exploration from the
early 80's that are clearly dated
because they don't mention the
Challenger disaster, the Hubble
space telescope, or the international space station.
So we have to keep buying
new books to serve our public.
Here's a good one: Mark Bergin's
"Space Shuttle." The text is easy,
about 5th grade level, but it's

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Ruch Jr

Nelson and Ruch
vows solemnized
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Piet1 imports®
University Plaza On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6; Saturday 9-5;
Sunday 1-5

04eCIITER
Lee Ann Vick lost
70 lbs. &
724 inches.
And has kept it
off for 3 years.

967-0780
305 N. 12th St.

University Square • Murray
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/s, Spring Savings In Every Aisle
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New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-8:00

Prices Good
May 10 thru
May 16

lottee 7000e

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9,tost loeue 70,04

JOHN WILLIAMS

We Do Custom Bar -B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
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Kentucky Farms

Soft & Gentle

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
A&W, Diet Rite

Skim Milk
S i 99
go

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Acceot Food Stamps - We Reser\ e 'he Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

2 Liter

I

Bath Tissue

99°

4 Rolls

89°

Kellogg's Be Size Of Honey Mini Wheat

Breyers 1/2 Gal.

Chicken of the Sea

Cereal

Ice Cream

Tuna

24-24.3 oz.

Buy 1, Get 1

$229

FREE
Stove Top

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
12 pk

A&W, Diet Rite

$299 Oven Classic

$4199

Betty Crocker Stir & Bake or Family

Match Light

Brownie Mix

Charcoal

0
10-20.5 oz. 99

Prairie Farms

P3ramounti-iambier

2% Milk

1/2 gal. 994

Dill Slices

Kellogg's Nutri-Grain Bars or

Best Yet Halves or Slices

Twists

Peaches

7-10 oz $ 1 99
$ 00
64 oz. 2/ 4

Apple Sauce

ACIPAWAILAV
Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Deli

Ham
$429

Roast Beef
$499
Lt

Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ham Salad
$289

Owen's Best
Barbecue

Beef
$329

>
Baby
Swiss

Cheese
$459
it
Brisket
$c89
UI Lb

‘I)

Idahoan Instant

John Williams, executive vice
president of Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce, outlined
some of the recent business developments in the area at a meeting
of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Williams passed out copies of
a community profile booklet that
has been prepared to show prospective business executives the advantages of the community.
"In response to inquiries we
provide demographic data on labor
availability, per-capita income,
number of households and disposable income," Williams said.
He emphasized that the MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center
at Murray State University provides assistance with maps and
charts of the area.
"Murray is going crazy right
now," -Williams said, citing
increased traffic flow.
Williams mentioned several of
the companies that have chosen
to locate in Murray. Once a company chooses to locate in the area
the details are left to commercial
real estate developers.
The Economic Development
'Corporation has played a major
!role in assisting with business
'expansion plans.
Some of the recent developments
include expansions at Sportable
Scoreboards and the installation
of blow-mold bottling and high
temperature pasteurization at Ryan
Foods. Proud Mary's Booksellers,
a company that supplies used or
out-of-print books to Amazon.com
and Barnes and Nobles, has located just outside the city on Hwy.
121..N.
As the area develops commercially, transportation needs are
addressed by the chamber.
The proposed Highway 68-80
to Mayfield will have an impact
on traffic flowing into the Murray.
The widening of Highway 121
By-pass will improve the traffic
flow. On an area-wide level the
chamber is cooperating with a
multi-county marketing program,
advertising and promoting the
region. for business development.
"Our mission is to create jobs,"
Williams said.

Potatoes
Smack Ramen

Noodles

104 Best Yet Granulated
32 oz. / 7

Sugar

5 Lb

Coke,
mrt)Diet
CherryCoke,CSop.re
ite
290z. 994

White House

Minute Maid Premium

_ Orange Juice

2/$400

Williams
talks about
development

08
23-24 oz. 77

2 liter '
I 09

k
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Cherry Coke

TAMMY LINN

m<AFRAcreszasiirclor
U.S. No. 1
Idaho Baking

Extra Large
Green Bell

Potatoes

Peppers

Jumbo
Vidalia

Ready-To-Eat
Baby

Large
Slicing

Onions

Carrots

Cucumbers

Golden Ripe

Bananas

399C
2

3
/$
1
391?b
990

2/$1

Linn named
to publication
Tammy Renee Linn of Murray
has been named a national award
winner in both mathematics and
science by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Linn, a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated for these awards by teachers, Vanda Elliott and Melissa
Green.
Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Linn is the daughter of Eddie
and Sandy Linn and the late Jennifer Renee Linn, Murray.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Linn of Hazel, Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert E. Wyatt of Paducah, and Mrs. Ann Jeffrey of
Yellville. Ark., and the late Albert
McGuire.
Mrs. Aubrey B. Watkins is a
great-grandmother.

Eli
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WICNIS programming to celebrate anniversary
WKMS 91.3 FM commemo- featuring Dr. Harry Sparks, forrates 30 years of broadcasting with mer president of Murray State Unia special day-long programming versity.
presentation May 11.
"Morning Classics" with MarNews Director Lori Barrett kicks garet Hunt highlights archived peroff the day's programming with formances from the Murray State
"Morning Edition" from 5 to 9 University Music Department, as
a.m. Barrett worked with the sta- well as concert pieces from the
tion's news department to com- Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
In addition to those performpile audio segments highlighting the
ances,
"Morning Classics" will also
year 1970, the year that the stainclude some of the Top 30 works
tion began broadcasting.
Segments feature notable events of classical music, as determined
in the nation's history, as well as by students and faculty from the
issues and events affecting our department of music at Murray State
region. Also included is a portion
of the station's original sign-on

University. Morning Classics airs
from 9 a.m. to noon.
From noon to 4 p.m., WKMS
will deviate from the usual classical music programming, as
announcer/producer Mark Welch
and news reporter/producer Gary
Scott feature a special tribute to
1970 with music from Billboard's
Top 40 chart.
In addition to popular music
from the era, programming includes
segments from BBC's "The Goon
Show" which was among the stations first offerings in the 70s, as

well as in-studio guests recounting their memories from that year.
The anniversary programming
wraps up with the National Public Radio news program "All Things
Considered" from 4 to 6 p.m. on
Thursday.
Reporter/producer Gary Scott
will broadcast live from Wrather
West Kentucky Museum on Murray State's campus, the site of the
station's 30th anniversary reception.
The reception is from 4.30 to
6:30 p.m. and is open to the public. A special presentation will be

made to honor volunteers and other
key figures instrumental in the history of WKMS.
Scheduled presenters from Murray State University include university President Dr. Kern Alexander; Sid Easley, chairman of the
board of regents; Dr. Ted Wendt,
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communications; and Jim
Carter, director of development and
alumni affairs and interim vice-president of Institutional Advancement.
Refreshments will be served,
and there will be a grand prize

drawing for a large porcelain bowl
from Murray artist Wayne Bates.
WKMS is the 100,000 watt listener supported public radio station licensed to Murray State University.
WKMS is a marnber station of
National Public Radio, providing
NPR news and a variety of music
over a 27-county area, with translators 92.1 FM in Paducah and
99.5 in Paris, Tenn.
For information or to receive a
program guide, call 1-800-5994737.
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JESSICA ANDREWS

Andrews to
perform at
Freedom Fest
Jessica Andrews was named the
2000 Academy of Country Music
Awards top new female vocalist
on CBS May 3.
She will be performing at this
year's Freedom Fest 2000 to be
held at Roy Stewart Stadium in
Murray.
Andrews, a native of Huntingdon, Tenn., is currently on tour
for her debut DreamWorks release,
"Heart Shaped World." She, along
with Clay Walker, will be welcomed
to Freedom Fest 2000 on July I.
Freedom Fest 2000 is co-sponsored' by U.S. Tobacco, Briggs and
Stratton, Players Island Casino,
Kentucky Lottery and FROGGY
103.7 FM.

Cobb to serve
as adviser,
consultant in
Middle East
Dr. Stephen Cobb, professor and
chairman of the department of
physics and engineering physics
at Murray State University, was
recently invited to the Middle Eastern country of Kuwait to act as
a consultant and adviser in a
Kuwaiti effort to develop a program in engineering physics.
Cobb visited Kuwait from April
27 to May 4, speaking to faculty
and administrators at Kuwait University about Murray S tate's innovative engineering curriculum.
"They were extremely interested in the interdisciplinary nature
of our engineering curriculum, and
like our program, they want to
emphasize physics as the foundation of their curriculum," Cobb
explained. "They have put together a set of courses that they want
to include in the program, and
they wanted an external opinion
on the direction they were heading. Their intention is to implement an engineering physics program next year."
While at Kuwait University,
Cobb gave a presentation highlighting Murray State's engineering physics program, sat in on
classes in the department of physics,
and toured research laboratories in
the areas of lasers and electrooptics, digital electronics and communications systems, and remote
sensing.
The engineering physics program
at Murray State is one of only
15 such programs to gain accreditation in the United States from
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET).
It is also the first and only ABETaccredited engineering program in
west Kentucky.
In recent years, the engineering physics program at MSU has
been recognized for its innovative
approach to engineering education
which includes coursework typically found in mechanical and electrical engineering degrees, along
with significant requirements in
physics, mathematics, chemistry
and computers.
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MSU welcomes new residential college heads
Murray State University students will welcome four new residential college heads when the
fall semester of 2000 rolls around
- Squire Babcock, Dr. Bonnie Higginson, Dr. Martin Jacobs and Dr.
Oliver Muscio.
Faculty heads and their college
assignments will be:
• Dr. James "Corky" Broughton
- Hart College.
• Dr. Ron Cella - Hester College (Cella is retiring from the classroom, but will remain as a college head).
• Jane Hall - Springer/Franklin
College.
• Dr. Steve Horwood - Clark
College.
• Squire Babcock - Regents College (replacing Dr. Ted Brown as

faculty head).
• Dr. Bonnie Higginson - White
College (replacing Dr. Allen White
as faculty head).
• Dr. Martin Jacobs - Elizabeth
College (replacing James I.
Schempp as faculty head).
• Dr. Oliver Muscio - Richmond
College (replacing Dr. Rose BogalAllbritten as faculty head. BogalAllbritten was serving one year
as a replacement for Dr. Nancey
France).
Schempp is retiring from the
university; Brown, White and
Bogal-Allbritten are all returning
to the classroom on a full-time basis.
"These individuals have all done
an outstanding job in helping establish a residential college system

(mew},right'

"Feeling the Rush" may be great for some, but its
not what your appliances and electronics need.

on campus. They have had significant impact on the development of their specific colleges in
creating programs, activities and
traditions, as well as other ways
for students to feel connected to
the university," said Dr. Don
Robertson, vice president for student affairs. "They will be greatly missed, but I understand their
desire to move on to other things."
The residential colleges system
began at Murray State during the
fall of 1996. With its implementation, Murray entered the ranks
of such heavyweight American
schools as Harvard and Yale and
British icons Oxford and Cainbridge.
All students at MSU are assigned
to a residential college. Within
each college, opportunities for student interaction with each other,
as well as faculty and staff, are
encouraged. Activities of both an
academic and sporting nature are
scheduled to give students an "at
home" feeling and to encourage a
sense of belonging.
Residential college heads are
important because Murray State
believes that students will benefit
from a small-college nurturing environment where they can have daily
contact outside the classroom with
faculty.
The four new college heads will
have the advantage of entering a
system that is already in place.
And, like the original collegiate
heads, their familiarity with MSU
will be a helpful springboard for
them to begin their new roles.
"This group is a good balance
of new and returning heads. The
new team of college heads, which
,includes four new individuals and
four who are returning, will allow
us the benefits of maintaining continuity with the achievements of
the past four years while adding
in ideas which the new people
will bring," Robertson said. "That
balance will allow the residential

coilutheintic Sr Oellicious
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colleges system to benefit from
the experience of the past and be
energized by the development of
fresh ideas."
Robertson said that one of the
goals that was set when the residential colleges systems was established was to attract the very best
individuals to fill the faculty head
positions. "We feel we have met
that goal. These new individuals
help enhance credibility of the program," he said. "A look at their
credentials illustrates that."
Babcock, who came to MSU
in 1992, is an associate professor
in the department of English. He
earned the master's and bachelor's
degrees at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
He has served as the director
of the creative writing program at
Murray State since 1994. In that
capacity, he organizes the annual
reading series, is adviser to "Notations" (a student magazine) arid
directs the Jesse Stuart Writing
Symposium, as well as being
responsible for creative writing
program development and evaluation, and advising. He teaches several writing courses as well.
For the past two years he has
coordinated
the
Murray
State/Oxford Summer Study Program at Oxford University in England, and has directed the MSU
Young Authors Camp since 1994.
He has served on several departmental, collegiate (academic colleges) and university committees.
His other service to MSU and the
community include membership on
a Roads Scholars team and involvement with area schools.
Babcock has received numerous grants and awards, and has
had many writings published,
including short stories and feature
articles.
Higginson will be stepping down
as chair of the department of elementary and secondary education
to assume her role as residential
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es at the graduate level, and instructional methods courses at the undergraduate level.
His additional service to Murray State includes holding the office
of president of the university's chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, as well
as serving in other leadership roles
within the society; field and clinical experiences; service on new
teacher intern teams; and membership in the Faculty Senate and
on various college and university
committees. He also is captain of
an MSU Roads Scholars team.
He holds memberships in several professional associations and
has made presentations in the areas
of bullying on university campuses, block scheduling in high schools
and middle school teacher preparation programs.
In 1998, he was selected for
the Regents Award for Teaching
Excellence from the college of
education. Before coming to Murray State, Jacobs held teaching
and administrative positions in
school systems in Michigan and
Florida, and had served as a teaching professional at summer camps
and recreational programs.
Muscio, a professor in the department of chemistry, came to Murray State in 1976. He earned thebachelor's degree from the University of California-Berkeley and
the doctorate from the University
of California-Los Angeles.
In addition to teaching, Muscio is involved in research and
has had more than 30 projects
funded. He has been active at the
departmental, collegiate and university levels on various committees and councils, and recently
served as chair of the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee to Review
Academic Structure.
Currently, he serves as departmental graduate coordinator, departmental representative to the Faculty Senate, member of the MSU
Academic Council and chairman
of the Graduate Studies Committee.
Muscio is a member of various professional associations and
societies and is a frequently published writer. He has presented
papers at nearly 40 conferences
throughout the state, region and
country.
"We feel very fortunate to have
faculty members of the caliber of
these individuals agreeing to take
on the responsibility of being a
college head. Just like the original eight college heads, these four
individuals have outstanding credentials and are well thought of
by faculty, staff and students. They
will allow us now to move our
residential colleges system to the
next level," Robertson said.
"The students will definitely benefit from having these individuals
serve as the college heads. The services, programs and activities they
develop will enhance the students'
educational experiences."
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college head.
Higginson, who holds three
degrees from MSU and the doctorate from the University of Georgia, began her wort at the university 22 years ago. She has been
a member of the department of
elementary and secondary education since 1988.
She spent one year in a faculty exchange program to Yunnan
Normal University in the People's
Republic of China. She returned
to that country in 1997 as a participant in a Fulbright-Hays Group
Study Abroad Project.
At Murray•State, she has- served
on several committees in her department and academic college, as
well as on the university-wide
level.
She is currently a member of
the Honors Program Committee,
the Academic Council and the College of Education Building Committee. Her teaching load includes
various reading courses at both
the undergraduate and graduate
level.
Higginson numbers many refereed journal articles and abstracts
among her publications. She has
given a wide variety of presentations throughout North America
and the People's Republic of China.
Her professional service includes
membership on several editorial
boards and work as a program
proposal reviewer and consultant.
She holds membership in a number
of
local,
state
and
national/regional associations and
societies.
She is active in the community and is involved with area schools.
Higginson was selected Faculty Member of the Year for Hester Residential College in 1999,
was a 1992 recipient of the Regents
Award for Teaching Excellence
from the college of education, and
recently was named the Distinguished Professor of the Year by
the MSU Alumni Association.
Jacobs has been an assistant
professor in the department of elementary and secondary education
since 1994. He earned his bachelor's degree from Eastern Michigan University, the master's from
Oakland University and the doctorate from Florida International
University.
Jacobs has served as the department coordinator of the middle/secondary undergraduate programs
since 1995. He teaches curriculum development and reading cours-
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MSU graduation Saturday
Murray State University will Christopher Clay Bolin, Alicia
Jane Payne, Aimee Leigh Perry,
honor its graduating class of 2000 Boswell,
Amy Sue Pierce, Miranda Merat the 77th spnng Commencement
Timothy Jay Brendcl, Donna cer Pieszchalski, Kristen Michelle
exercises on May 13 at the Region- Michele Brooks, Donny
Ray Poat, Dana Cunningham Prescott,
al Special Events Center.
Buchanan, Curtis Joe Bucy, Sharia Sandra Futrell Pritchett, Amanda
According to information from Latoya Caldwell, Amy Lyn Chase, Glasco Puryear,
Gerri Dawn
the office of admissions and records, Michael Bruce Chesnut,
Kristine Reeves,
a total of 1,125 students have Elizabeth Childress, Kevin Michael
William Edward Rehmus, Dalapplied for degrees at the end of Clouse, Rosalyn Batchelo
r
las James Rice, John Michael
the spring 2000 semester.
Coleman, Donald Wayne Colson, Riherd, La Shanna Sha Rae RobinThese candidates represent 27
Elizabeth Ann Compton, Alan son, Karen Hardie Rogers, Wade
states and five foreign countries Thomas Cook, Jason T. Cornwell
, Lee Rogers, Vicki Loumeta Rowand include 881 for undergradu- Libby Jo Cox, Mandy
Lynn Cramer, land, Deborah Hargrove Rudolph,
ate degrees and 244 for graduate Andrew Ryan Cunningham,
Terri Kathryn Louise Salazar, Sara C.
degrees.
Blair Curry, Malissia Leann Dar- Samad, Belynda Marie Saturley,
The 77th Commencement and nell. Kimberly L. DavisBeanland, Erin Thomas Schyck, Chanda DawInvestiture Ceremony begins at 10 Russell Travis Deputy,
son Scott,
a.m. and is open to all family and
Patricia
Rhodes
Devinney,
Shan-shan Sophia Shen, Virfriends of the graduates. Seating Andrew
Stephan
Dickerson, ginia Louise Sizemore, Melanie
is on a first-come basis. For more Jonathan Ryan
Dixon, Edward Suzanne Slemmer, Jeffery Rondall
Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees were honored at
details check out the Murray State Shaw Donner,
an "Above and Beyond"
Gary Scott Dotson, Slone, Michael Lynn Smith, recognition luncheon as part of
MCCH's Journey to Excellence program. Each person was
home page at www.murraystate.edu Julie Myatt
Enoch, Ginger Brame Thomas Ryan Smith, James Tim- recognized
for going above and beyond his/her normal job duties and living
then click on Commencement.
out the hosEstes, Brian W. Evans, Kelly Eliz- othy Solley, Steven Allen Spence,
pital's values. Recipients were (seated, from left): Mary Peeler
The following individuals from abeth Felts,
and Renee Morrison, both
Lisa
Gail
Stanley,
of rehabilitation services; and Judy Sherwood of West View Nursing
Calloway County are among the
Tania Joy
Gamble, Teresa
Home. Standing from
Robyn
Satterwhite
Stom, left are
graduation candidates for master's Loraine Gamble,
Barbara Goetz, patient care services; Lori Rogers, pharmacy;
Marci Jo Gard- Matthew Marshall Stone, David
Debbie Giles, Emerdegrees: Jennifer Renae Adkins, ner, Dian M.
Gaudin, Nathan Gehm, Brett Stroup, Nicholas Edward Sty- gency; Suzi Downey, fiscal services; Lisa Rister, patient care services; Barbara Potts, busiAnthony Paul Akers, Hassan M. Ebrahim Ghasemi
, Lillian Olaza- czen, Jennifer Lynn Sullivan, ness office; Ann Ingle, staff development and diabetes educator; and Melissa Easley,
DonAI-Shamrani,
bal Gierhart, Chadwick Ryan Gish, Harold Danny Thomas, Sr., Randy
nie Burton, Peggy Mills and Carolyn Winchester, all of hospita
l homecare. Honorees not
Ali Magid Aldosari, Taneem Sabrina Danielle
Glover, Neely Lee Tidwell,
pictured are Judy Williams, Gina Hargrove, Doug Holt. Virginia
Gould and Fred Thurston.
Amin, Nathanael Mark Bazzell, Elizabeth Green;
Verl Lee Todd, Jessica Lyn
Alan Bearman, Shelley V. BearCarrie Lynn Griffiths, Jason Tracy, Gwendolyn Brown Trice,
man, Deborah Bell, Jacob Earl
Carter, Shad Ryan Clayton, Ger- Daniel Grimes, Shaun Michael Hat? Michelle Nicole Turner, Kurt Alan
Icy, Joshua Clark Hammack, Kristi Umbarger, Pavel Nicolaevitch
ald Craig Claywell,
Leann Hargis, Lisa Johnston Hart, Urzhumov, Cynthia Varner, TimoBrent A. Collins, Kellie Jurney
thy Clark Vaughan,
Cooley, Holly Jean Crouse, Ner- Deborah Figen Hartley,
Melanie Marie Vincent, Maria
Angela
Lane
GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) — The
Hasty,
Jeremy
is expected to be released Mon- evidence gathered at Columbine and
hosshia Davis-Smith, Nancy J.
Michael Hawkins, Kelli Suzann Claire Vitualla, Kami Rae Waller, long-awaited sheriff's report on day. It draws from 4,500 witness at the homes
Elzie, Lisa Renee Fresco,
of Harris and KleHeinz, Shirley Wicker Hendrix, William Chadwin Ward, Carey the Columbine High School shr•ot- interviews and 10,000 pieces of bold.
Rhonda Denise Gates, Glenn
ings says the rampage lasted only
Michael Gowen, Anne Bruce Hern- Shannon Nicole Hensley, Ginger Amanda Warren, Michael F. Welch,
Leanne Hicks, Nigel Jason Hob- Gary Wayne Wheeler, Alissa Rae 30 minutes and at least six peodon, David G. Hood, Mary Jane son,
ple were dead before the first panWilliams,
Howard, Rachel Hurst-Mockler, Ali
Amanda Seidler Wilson, Jason icked call reached police, the DenKristine Lynn Hokans, ChengA. Jamal, Beau Matthew Jones, han Hsieh,
Te-hao Huang, Rachel Bruce Wilson, Kasey Rae Wilson, ver Rocky Mountain News reportVicki Britton Kemp, Seung Ku Anne
Hutson, Risa Ikemoto, Sunney Schubert Wix, Angela ed today.
Kim, Soonhyang Kim, Thapanee Michelle
Lynn Jarrett, Crystal Lyn Dawn Wolfgram, Samuel Joseph
Konsue,
The report will dispute at least
Wright, Misuzu Yamagata, AmberJohnson,
Mina Hope Kouklan, Catherine
Your High Speed Cable Connection
Charles Ernest Jones, Jennifer ly Overbey Young, Yenia Zaba and some of the allegations that blame
Charlene Krizan, Tina Maria Lane, Linn
the tragedy on delays by JefferJones, Prometheus Quinn Theresa Louise Zortman.
To The Internet Is On Its Way!
DaeKak Lee, Je-Chol Lee, Greg Kamperman,
The following individuals from son County Sheriff John Stone and
Lawrence
Allen
L. Lowhorn, Yongek Ma, Marti Karns, Christia
Mediacom Is Upgrading Your System!
n Stephen Keneipp, Calloway County are among the his deputies, the newspaper said.
L. McClard,
David James Klapper, Sabrina K. graduation candidates for associ- citing unidentified sources familiar with the investigation.
Laura Suzanne McCorkle, Lisa Kneebone, Tara Beth
Lain, Sher- ate's degrees: Debra Ann Aldridge,
The ISP Channel is Fast, Fun
Kay McCree, Steven L. McCuis- ry Lynn Lamb,
Teen-age gunmen Eric Harris and
Ronnie D. Birdsong,
ton, Chandy Duncan Melton, Betty
And So Easy To Use!
Li-hui Chang, Kristy Lyn Elkins, Dylan Klebold killed 12 students
Joachim Lange, Christopher CarElizabeth Mollaun, Bridget A. Mur- nell Lawson, Daniel Chad
Leather- Aimee Imes Henley, Junichiro Ito, And a teacher before committing
As We Launch This New Service,
phy, Toshinobu Nagamine, Robert wood, Teresa Jean Lee,
Susan George Morris Ligon, Kurt Bran- suicide in the April 20, 1999, ramS. Nelson, Somjai Oonthong, Robin M. Lennon, Tatiana Lvovna
You May Experience Brief
Levit, don Martin, Bonnie Payne Mills page.
Renae Peterson,
The sheriff's report on the attack
James Robert Loosenort, John Fran- and Lora Lynn Roberts.
Interruptions In Your Service.
James Stuart Poston Jr., Kirk cis Losee,
A. Smith, Diana Michelle Stone,
Bradley Wells Lowe, Michelle
We Apologize In Advance For Any
Yuavaree Sukato, Beiwei Tu, Karen Renee Marine, Ryan James
MarInconvenience This May Cause.
Elizabeth Weatherly and Kim M. tin, Miranda Coles McBride
,
Wenman,
Michelle Alene McCulloch, TimThe following individuals from othy Marshall McDaniel, Holly
Please Be Patient —
Calloway County are among the Lynn Miles,
graduation candidates for bachelor's
We're Building The Future.
Polina Gennadyevna Morozova,
degrees: Jonathan Louis Arnold, Jessica Lynn Naas, Mark Thomas
Melissa Marie Baird, Kern Eliza- Nance, James Trent Nix, Erin Rehna
beth Bates, Joey S. Bazzell, Keni Owen, Matthew Don Pate, Webb
If you did not have your senior
Lynn Bazzell,
Jerrold Patterson, Connie La'shon
pictu
re made at Allison's Photography
Sheila Edna Bechard, Kimberly Brooke Behnke, Heather Bolton
please bring your photo by the
Bell, Keisa Leigh Bennett, Joshua
eft
Murray Ledger office or your school office.
.‘ment.on Ilex! lkip
Alan Bickel, Adam Blalock,
A•SIll IA11.11

Newspaper: Rampage only 30 minutes

CALLOWAY COUNTY
CUSTOMERS

ATTENTION
SENIORS AT MURRAY HIGH
OR CALLOWAY HIGH

CUSTOMER SERVICE

1-800-444-5353

Median

Deadline for this will be Friday, May .12th.

MSU will
receive grant

All pictures must have students full name and
school on the back.
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M AY SPECIALS

KICK ASTHMA

Murray State University has been O ti
notified that it will receive a grant
from the National Science Foun- V •
Second Annual Day Camp
dation (NSF) for $198,000 to pro.
sa
vide scholarships to students majoring in computer science, engineering, engineering technology and
•
mathematics.
By NSF guidelines, the scholarship funds will be awarded dur- v•
ing the next two years to undergraduate students who are eligible •
for Pell Grant assistance and to
•
#
graduate students in these technical areas of national need.
The scholarships are primarily
intended to help students who are
within two years of graduation to
Ale •
(Pre-registration required by June 5)
complete their degree programs •
t
0 la
without having to take on offcampus employment.
•
v •
In addition to ,the scholarships,
•
funds will be available to provide
•
•
tutoring and other support servic- v 4‘
For
Child
ren
with q4%
es for students receiving the awards. •
Asth
ma
Ages
7-12
and
The amount of an individual award
will extend up to $2,500 per year,
Their Caregivers
with a minimum grade point average requirement for eligibility.
Dr. Stephen Cobb, chairman of
the department of physics and engi0#
neering physics, initiated the grant
• Games & Crafts
proposal and serves as project director.
• Asthma Education &
Co-directors are Dr. Don BenManagement Skills
•,
nett, chairman of the department
0
of mathematics and statistics; Dr. •
• FREE Lunch Provided'
Danny Claiborne, chairman of the
department of industrial and engi•
For More Information and Registration Call: •
neering technology; Dr. David ••
04
Eldredge, chairman of the department of computer science; and
•
or
Carmen Garland, director of the
MSU scholarship office.
Students interested in any of 04•
•
these programs should contact the
Hosted by MCCH Respiratory Therapists
Sponsored by Schering Pharmaceuticals
appropriate department chairman
•
to learn details of this scholarship •
• • Vo
le
•IV •••
•
program.
•4 Isire:•46
•
IP*
h•

Your ('ommunity. Your World.
www.mediacomcc.com

"FLEETWOOD HOMES"
Exclusive Dealer

DOUBLE WIDE HOME

Saturday, June 17
10 aime3
MSU Curris Center t .4
.•

Your Choice: 2 or 3 Bedrooms
2 Bnths

249995
Price Includes
Delivery & Set-up
Concrete Footers
3 Ton Central NC
Vinyl Siding
Shingle Roof
Ceiling Fan
Stove & Refrigerator

FREE

•

*

• b 410M1
0.•

FULL WARRANTY
FOR TWO YEARS
NO DEDUCTIBLE

-16 WIDE HOME
2 Bedrroom 1 Bath
••

169995
Price Includes
Delivery & Set-up
Bay Window
Stove & Refrigerator

•

270-762-1174
1-800-342-6224

GOOD
ONLY DURING
MAY

FLEETWOOD QUALITY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

"See Our 1999 Models at Tremendous Savings."
New, Used & Repossessed Homes
— Includes Set-Up & Delivery
*5%

Down Payment

No Money Down With Land Trade Ins Welcome 'With Approved Credit

KEITH BAKER HOMES INC.1111
Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer

Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(901)644-0012
1-600-533-3568
.79 N. •

.
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Justice official defends breakup plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Microsoft Corp. attorneys finished
up their response to a government
plan that would split the company in two, the Justice Department's chief antitrust official
defended the proposal as the best
way of preserving competition in
the computer software industry.
Assistant Attorney General Joel
Klein, speaking just hours in
advance of today's deadline for
Microsoft's counterproposal, said
the Microsoft case resembles the
government's case against another
high-tech company, AT&T.
At the time — the early 1980s
— the Justice department was crit-

icized for "challenging a technology leader and a critical part of
the information structure," Klein
said of the landmark antitrust case
that resulted in the breakup of the
old Bell System.
"We now know, of course, that
the divestiture in the AT&T case,
far from making things worse, has
unleashed unprecedented competition, innovation and consumer benefit," Klein said, referring to an
explosive growth in wireless communications, broadband services
and fiber optics.
"We believe that the proposed
divestiture in the Microsoft case
similarly would produce substan-

tial innovation and competition in ment and 17 states submitted a
the software business," he said plan to break Microsoft into two
during a round-table discussion companies — one that would sell
Tuesday with high-tech executives its dominant Windows computer
and professors from the Universi- operating system, and the other
ty of California, Berkeley, busi- selling virtually everything else
ness school.
Microsoft produces.
Microsoft spokesman Jim Cullinan said he wasn't surprised by
The plan was submitted to U.S.
the timing of remarks.
District Judge Thomas Penfield
"It's certainly understandable Jackson, who on April 3 found
that the Justice Department has to Microsoft to be a monopoly with
attempt to defend what is a far- business practices that violated
reaching and regulatory proposal antitrust law. The company, which
that would do significant harm to plans to appeal the ruling, was
innovation, the high-tech industry required to file its response to the
and consumers," Cullinan said.
government today after the close
Last month, the Justice Depart- of financial markets.

Whenever You Need To
Visit The Doctor's Office...

McNeary named to list

rrh

Murray High School graduate
and Transylvania University junior Kathryn McNeary has been
named to the dean's list for the
2000 winter term.
To be named to the dean's list,
a student must achieve at least a
3.5 grade point average during the
term.
McNeary, a philosophy major,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

EVENINGS • SATURDAYS • SUNDAYS

5

ick on Saturday or Sunday? No problem.
Now you can visit the doctor's office on the
weekend, thanks to Primary Care Medical
Center's extended-hours service, CarePlus.
With CarePlus you receive the same
great medical care
you always get,
Monday-Friday
but with the conSaturday
venience
of
Sunday
evening and week-

ROBERT HUGHES, MD
IOYCE HUGHES, MD
HOLLIS CLARK, MD
DANIEL BUTLER, MD
MICHAEL ADAMS, MD
SHAN KELLY, MD
MARSHA ADAMS, PA-C
LISA BUFORD, PA-C
MINDY THOMPSON, PA-C
Kisi BYARS„NRNP

SPECIAL RECOGNITION.,.(From left) Secretary/trea
surer Amy
Bridges, president Clarence Maxie and vice preside
nt Valerie
Bransford were named Residential College Council
of the Year
during the National Residence Hall Honorary Housing
Banquet
held April 30 in the Curris Center Ballroom.

end hours. And you don't even need to
make an appointment!
Whatever you need — from a visit for
the flu to a minor medical emergency — the
entire medical staff at Primary Care Medical
Center is working
overtime to care
8 am -8 pm
for you and your
8 am -6 pm
family.
1 pm -6 pm

Paul McNeary of Murray.
Transylvania, founded in 1780,
is the nation's 16th-oldest institution of higher learning and is consistently ranked in national publications as one of the top liberal
arts colleges in the country. Transylvania is the only Kentucky college ranked in Yahoo! Internet Life
magazine's recent list of 100 "most
wired colleges."

ACT seminar planned

Cam. Prima
comp
't)o,19 f-v7.

Murray State University's Crisp
Center on Irvin Cobb Drive in
Paducah recently announced a seminar to help high school students
prepare for the ACT.
The three-hour class will begin
at 9 a.m. May 27, and will meet
in Room 106 of the Crisp Center.
The seminar is designed to give
students an effective and :afford-

able approach to preparing for the
test. Course topics include testtaking strategies and study skills.
The price for the seminar is
$25 and includes a study packet.
Registrations are currently being
taken. Space is limited. For more
information or to register contact
the Center for Continuing Education at (270) 762-3662 or 1-800669-7654.

MEDICAL CENTER

SunE 480W • MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING • 300 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET
(270) 759-9200 OR 800-932-2122 • MURRAY. KY 42071

oft
American Heart /1-p
Awiciation

www.amlir_torg

Newpaper
photographer
dies at 53
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Peter Thomas "Pete" Wright, chief
photographer for the Kentucky New
Era, died at Jennie Stuart Medical Center following a battle with
cancer. He was 53.
Wright, an award-winning former photojournalist with The Associated Press, died Monday night.
He had been ill for several weeks
and had previously been treated
at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn., before
returning briefly to his home in
Trenton. He had been a patient at
the Hopkinsville hospital since Friday and had been on medical leave
from the New Era since the end
of March
Services will be at 2 p.m. Thursday at Maddux Funeral Home,Pembroke, with the Rev. Gene Horn
officiating. Burial will be in Edgewood Cemetery, Trenton. Visitation will be from 5 until 8 p.m.
Wednesday.

SUBSCRIBE

Ashby's Sterling Ice Cream

Aotheit's (Day ,gee beam Cake

ri
lL
11
-1
11
1,J
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
Your Plumbing, Electrical and Hardware Prof•-•acionctio,
206 Fast Moon 51 • Murray KY 42071 • 12701 7513361

$
2
00 OFF
any Mother's Day Cake ($12.00 minimum)
Offer good at Murray location. One coupon per visit. Expires 5/13/0
0.

Ashby's Sterling
Ice Cream
(Formerly Baskin Robbins)
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY • 753-3111
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Lakers ace Colonels

1VIHS boys score
track meet win
The Tigers' team of Anthony
Cogdell, Stephen Compton, Sean
Clemson and Kevin Cunningham
collected a pair of second-place
finishes in the 800-meter relay
(1:38) and the 400 relay (46.3).
In the boys' discus, Murray
took first and third as Jeff Ballard outdistanced the field with a
throw of 114-8 and Trey Long
followed that with a heave of 102,11. MHS' Richard Fogel was third
in the shot put with a toss of 414.
The Tigers' 3,200 relay squad
of Brooks Hutson, David Purcell,
Matt Clemson and Coleman Maddox crossed the finish line in 9:56
to earn second place.
In girls' action, Calloway's Ashley Iglesias was the top local individual. The Lady Laker was second in the long jump with a leap
of 15-6 and third in a strong 100
field with a time of 13.5.
MHS' Allison Cross, Lauren
Owens, Allysia Hood and Sarah
Greene were second in the 3,200
relay in 12:27, while teammates
Erika Trenholm, Chelsee Thompson, Lane Dennison and Ashley
Tripp were third in the 800 relay
with a time of 1:57.
Murray's Kayla Olive took third
in the discus with a throw of 6110, while Calloway's Amanda Hart
seized third in the 1,600 (6:33)
and Meagan Rogers was third in
the 300 hurdles (58.2).
Both teams return to the Murray State University track Thursday at 4 p.m. for the West of the
Rivers Invitational.

L.A.'s O'Neal wins
NBA MVP award

• ARCADE • FUN
U.'

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

Murray girls tennis
routs Marshall 8-1;
Tigers earn 3-3 tie
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A clash between rivals Murray
High and Marshall County produced a victory and a tie for the
home teams in prep tennis action
Tuesday in Murray.
The Lady Tigers blasted their
neighbors 8-1 while the Tigers
split six matches with the Marshals.
In girls' singles action, Murray
picked up wins in five of six
matches. Mandy Brown defeated
Gwen Travis 8-4, Megan Haverstock blasted Maria Meadows 81, Sarah Rall stopped Mandy Wood
8-2, Mallory Rudolph won over
Blaire Bushart 8-3 and Blair Lane
got past Becky Dusing 8-4. Elizabeth Trawick fell to Lindsey
Phillips 6-1, 6-2.
MHS swept three doubles matches from the Lady Marshals. The

Haverstock-Rudolph
of
team
claimed an 8-2 decision over TravisMeadows, Brown-Rall smashed
Wood-Bushart 8-1 and TrawickLane blanked [)using-Chaney 7-0.
The Tigers lost two of three
singles matches to the Marshals.
Boone Lane shut out Nick Tapp
8-0 for the Murray win. Lee Childress topped Jonathan Chapman
8-1 and Aaron Lemmons downed
Kyser Lough 8-0.
Murray rebounded to take two
of three double matches. Josh DunnJames Querterrnous beat Tapp-Evan
Long 9-8(7-4)and Lane-Reid Johnson defeated Childress-Spiro Meadows 8-4. Chapman-Ryan Noland
dropped an 8-1 decision to Ross
Jones-Evan Moore.
Both Murray squads wrap up
the regular season schedule with
matches at Lone Oak on Thursday.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING—Erstad, Anaheim. .378, Segui,
Texas, .378; Posada, New York, .376; Dye,
Kanias City, .370; Thomas, Chicago, 364,
Denields, Baltimore, .361; Randa, Kansas
City, .359.
DOUBLES—Dye, Kansas City. 14. Lawton.
Minnesota, 13; Glaus, Anaheim. 12, Fullmer.
Toronto, 11; TBatista, Toronto, 11. 11 are
tied with 10.
TRIPLES—CGuzman, Minnesota, 7; THunter,
Minnesota. 4; Durham, Chicago. 4; 6 are
tied with 3.
HOME RUNS—JaGiambi, Oakland, 14;
JoCruz, Toronto, 13, Dye, Kansas City. 13.
CDelgado, Toronto, 12; MJSweeney, Kansas
City, 11, CEverett, Boston, 11; Rodriguez,
Texas, 11.
RBI—JaGiambi, Oakland, 37, Dye, Kansas
City. 35; Bordick, Baltimore, 32; ARodriguez,
Seattle, 31; BeWilliams, New York, 31.
EMartinez, Seattle. 30; 5 are tied with 29.
STOLEN BASES—Damon. Kansas City, 13;
DeShields, Baltimore, 12; AKennedy, Anaheim. 9; Erstad, Anaheim, 8; Jeter, New
York. 8; Mondesi, Toronto, 8; 3 are tied
with 7.
PITCHING (5 Decisions; ERA)—Baldwin,
Chicago, 6-0, 2.34; Nelson, New York. 60, 1.35; DWells, Toronto, 6-1, 3.08, PManinez.
Boston, 5-1, 1.22; Schoeneweis, Anaheim,
4-1, 3.99: °Hernandez, New York, 4-1.
4.34; Bottalico, Kansas City. 4-1, 8.74; Honing,
Texas, 4-1, 2.44; Fassero. Boston, 4-1,
431.
STRIKEOUTS—PMartinez, Boston, 67: CFinley, Cleveland, 54, Mussina. Baltimore, 42,
Burba. Cleveland. 41, Clemens, New York,
41; °Hernandez, New York, 39.
SAVES—MRivera. New York. 12; Koch.
Toronto. 9; Percival, Anaheim, 9: DLowe,
Boston, 8; 2 tied with 7.

PRIZES •

LET'S HAVE SOME FUN!
(and, the Best Pizza in town, too!!!)
.......sgi
.....am so um

AM S • PRIZES • F

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING—VGuerrero,
Montreal, .405;
Edmonds, St. Louis, .402: Helton, Colorado,
.397; Piazza, New York, .389; Cirillo, Colorado, 371; Owens, San Diego, .358; Vidro,
Montreal, .356; DeBell, New York, .356.
DOUBLES—Cirillo, Colorado, 14; Piazza,
New York, 14; E0Young, Chicago, 14; Brogna,
Philadelphia. 13; Giles. Pittsburgh, 11; Green,
Los Angeles, 11, LGonzalez, Arizona, 11.
TRIPLES—Goodwin, Colorado, 6: Womack,
Arizona. 4; Vina, St. Louis, 4; Shumpert,
Colorado, 3; 15 are tied with 2.
HOME RUNS—Helton, Colorado, 12; SSosa,
Chicago. 12; SFinley, Anzona, 12; Bonds.
San Francisco, 12; McGwire, St. Louis, 12;
Jenkins, Milwaukee, 11; Edmonds, St. Louis,
11; Sheffield, Los Angeles, 11.
RBI—Helton, Colorado, 38; VGuerrero, Montreal. 33; SSosa, Chicago, 33; Giles. Pittsburgh, 32; Kent, San Francisco, 32; SFinley, Arizona. 32; Caminiti, Houston, 30.
STOLEN BASES—Reese, Cincinnati, 11;
Cedeno, Houston, 10; Owens, San Diego,
10; LCastillo, Florida, 9; E0Young, Chicago. 9; Furcal, Atlanta, 8; OVeras, Atlanta,
8. BLHunter, Colorado, 8.
PITCHING (5 Decisions; ERA)—Stephenson, St. Louis, 5-0, 5.31; RDJohnson, Arizona, 7-0, 0.93; Glavine, Atlanta, 5-0, 1.73;
Kile, St. Louis, 6-1, 4.54; Stottlemyre, Anzona, 6-1, 5.30; Clement, San Diego, 4-1,
5.48; GMaddux, Atlanta, 4-1, 2.62.
STRIKEOUTS—RDJohnson, Arizona, 75;
Dempster, Florida, 51; GMaddux, Atlanta,
44: Lieber, Chicago, 42; Hitchcock, San
Diego, 42; Kile, St. Louis, 39; Astacio, Colorado, 38; Glavine, Atlanta, 38.
SAVES—Affonseca, Florida, 9; Benitez. New
York, 9; Urbina, Montreal, 8; Rocker, Atlanta,
7, Shaw, Los Angeles, 7; Veres, St. Louis,
6; Aguilera. Chicago, 6.

GAMES • PRIZES • ARCADE • FUN • GAMES • PRIZES • ARCADE • FUN • GAMES
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Enjoy 2 All-You-Can
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special offers.
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RACER
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Lindy Stiller

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STATISTICAL LEADERS
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State Auto
trISUIMICe

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

TAKE THAT.. Murray High's Mandy Brown returns a shot
during her 8-4 singles win over Marshall County's Gwen
Travis Tuesday in Murray.

•

O'Neal was repeatedly dominant this season, to the point where
it was clear months ago he would
be chosen the MVP, with the only
question being whether he would
be the first-ever unanimous selection.
He missed, by one vote.
"The first thing I did was call
my mother and father," O'Neal
said at the Lakers' practice facility in suburban El Segundo, where
he was presented the Maurice
Podoloff Trophy as the NBA's 45th
MVP. "My father started crying."
A 7-foot-1, 315-pounder who
led the league in scoring and fieldgoal percentage, O'Neal received
120 of 121 votes from a panel of
sports writers and broadcasters, with
the remaining vote going to
Philadelphia's Allen Iverson.

O'Neal's percentage of 99.2 was
the highest for any player since
the league introduced the award
in 1955-56. Michael Jordan
received 96.5 percent of the vote
four years ago.
"That was kind of hard to
believe," O'Neal said. "I've always
thought that Michael Jordan, Magic
and Kareem and Wilt were the
greatest players in the NBA."
O'Neal's 1,207 points beat Minnesota's Kevin Garnett's 408.

Sponsored By:

k

By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Shaquille O'Neal loves coming up
with nicknames for himself, and
there have been some beauties.
"The Big Havlicek," he suggested one night after uncharacteristically making a bunch of foul
shots.
"The Big Felon," he said on
another after making a steal and
breakaway dunk with 15 seconds
left to force overtime of what
would become a Los Angeles Lakers victory.
Now, he has a new one.
"From this day on, I want to
be known as 'The Big Aristotle,'
because Aristotle once said excellence is not a singular act, it's a
habit," O'Neal said with a smile
Tuesday upon receiving his first
NBA Most Valuable Player award.
"You are what you repeatedly do.-

SCOREBOARD

-BWrig Z
-03/4-11ffsw-- ITIUM

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Tuesday's thunderstorm washed
out the last four boys' events and
the final five girls' events at the
Jackson Purchase Invitational track
and field meet at Stewart Stadium. hut the •inclement weather did
not keep the Murray High boys'
from earning a victory in the sixteam competition.
The Tigers won the meet with
102 points, while Calloway Com:
ty came in fifth with 11 points.
Marshall County finished second
with 65 points, followed by Graves
County (50), Mayfield (42)and Fulton County (8).
On the girls' side, Murray (28
and Calloway (18 placed fourth
and fifth, respectively, while Marshall won the meet with 98 points.
Mayfield was second with 58, followed by Graves (45) and Fulton
County (12).
Bobby Smith, Marteze Hammonds and Tom Masthay were
multiple winners for Murray. Smith
set the tone, winning the long
jump with a leap of 21 feet, 3
inches, taking the triple jump with
a mark of 43-7 and claiming the
100-meter dash in 11.1 seconds.
Masthay won the 110-meter hurdles in 15.9, 0.2 seconds ahead
of Hammonds, before capturing victory in the 400 with a time of
52.9. Meanwhile, Hammonds
cleared 5-8 to win the high jump
and took the 300 hurdles in 43.0.
Skinner
Calloway's
Joey
grabbed third place in both the
100 (11.5) and 400 (54.1).

Lemons won over Logan-Calaffin
Staff Report
8-2 and Taylor-Franklin blanked
Murray Ledger & Times
HOPKINSV1LLE — Calloway Ezell-Stephanie Cansler 8-0.
In boys' singles, Austin Webb
County's girls' and boys' tennis
teams defeated Christian County topped Ryan Chase 6-4, 6-1, Craig
Jacobs beat Gilbert Brown 6-1, 69-0 Tuesday.
In girls' singles action, Kelly 0, Matt L,eet downed Brian CuelTaylor slammed Blair Duiguid 8- lar 8-4, Joey McDaniel won over
1, Julia Franklin blanked Lindsey Matt Gibson 8-0, Jeremy Boll.
Croft 8-0, Amy Travis shut out edged Sebastian Haupt 9-7 and
Leslie Ezell 8-0, Bethany O'Rourke Jacob Abbott blasted Keith Flick
topped Sam Wallace 8-1, Jessica 8-1.
In doubles play, Leet-N1cDaniel
Lemons won over Beth Calaffin
8-0 and Haley Lynn crushed Ash- hammered Brown-Cuellar 8-1,
Bolls-Abbott smasbed Gibsonley Casher 8-0.
In
doubles
competition. Chase 8-1 and Glenn TimmonsO'Rourke-Travis pounded Calaf- Brady Harris beat Brewer-Joey
fin-Shannon Logan 8-1, Lynn- Tamota 8-4.

Chance to Win $10,000

Chance to Win $100,000

Special Hole Prizes

Outback Steakhouse Lunch

SIX-MAN SCRAMBLE

o CLASSIC

Racer Classic Embroidered Golf Shirt

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

RACERS
Sponsored by

FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 2000
FRANCIS E. MILLER GOLF COURSE

762-6800

PEPSI

EIMER
rttaatelt.bes.

Proceeds benefit the
RACER Foundation
for MSU Athletics
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Super Tuesday

Knicks even series 82-76
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — As a bit player in the bitter New York KnicksMiami Heat rivalry, Charlie Ward
is remembered primarily for getting flipped to the floor during
the 1997 playoff series.
On Tuesday night, Ward played
a more prominent role, partly by
default.
Allan Houston, Latrell Sprewell
and Alonzo Mourning were shooting poorly. Patrick Ewing and Tim
Hardaway were hurting. So Ward
seized the spotlight, sinking a pair
of 3-pointers in the pivotal third
period to help the Knicks beat the
Heat 82-76.
"I'm not a superstar. I don't
get a lot of press," said Ward,
whose biggest accomplishment in

sports was winning the 1993 Heisman Trophy as Florida State's
quarterback. "But you need guys
to help pull a team together. I've
been trying to do that since I got
here."
With the victory, New York
evened the bestof-seven series
1-1 and negated
Miami's homecourt advantage.
Game 3 is Friday at Madison
Square Garden.
WARD
Elsewhere in
the NBA playoffs Tuesday night, Portland routed Utah 103-85 for a 2-0 advantage in the Western Conference
semifinals.

In tonight's games. Indiana takes
a 2-0 lead to Philadelphia, and
the Los Angeles Lakers, leading
1-0, play host to Phoenix.
Ward led the Knicks in scoring for only the third time this
season, matching Ewing's 13 points.
Ward provided a steadying influence at point guard on a- night
when Houston, Sprewell and Ewing
shot a combined 9-for-39.
"Charlie hit some big shots,"
Heat forward P.J. Brown said. "He
was the x-factor. He deserves a
lot of credit for their win."
Ward made a 3-pointer to give
New York a 43-37 lead early in
the third period, then sank another to make it 57-50. He finished
with six rebounds, two assists, two
steals, a block and no turnovers
in 37 minutes.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
BIG SWING...Murray High's Whitney Ray swings and misses a pitch as Calloway catcher Danielle McMillen prepares to catch it during Tuesday's crosstown battle at Chestnut Park.

Lady Lakers pound Murray
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A nine-run fourth inning broke
open a tight game between
crosstown rivals Calloway County and Murray and propelled the
Lady Lakers to a 13-1 rout in
prep softball action Tuesday.
Calloway (6-9) held a slim 10 advantage after three innings
but collected seven of its 13 hits
in the top of the fourth to effectively put the game away.
- "We hit the ball really well,"
said Lady Laker head coach
Tommy Greer. "That's the first
time we've had 13 hits in a
game this year, so this is the
best we've hit the ball all season."
CCHS opened the inning with
two singles. a hit batsman and

a sacrifice fly to plate one of
the runs. Ashley Chadwick blasted a run-scoring double and Jenni
Pigg added a two-run single to
open up the flood gates as the
Lady Lakers led 11-0.
"We really didn't make that
many mistakes
They just hit
the ball real well in that inning,"
said MHS head coach David Carr.
The Lady Lakers tacked on
two more runs in the fifth inning
as Chadwick and Megan Miller
each connected for doubles. Lindsey Ellison reached base on an
infield single and Rachel Hughes — playing her in first game
of the season after recovering from
an injury — plated a run with
a base hit.
Murray (5-8) picked up its
only run of the contest in the

bottom of the fifth inning.
Chadwick, Ellison, Hughes and
Pigg all went 2-for-4 at the plate
with two RBI apiece. Fox was
2-for-3 with an RBI. Murray had
only four hits in the game, including a triple from Shaina Marinoff.
Seventh-grader Kalyn Fox (45) earned the pitching victory,
striking out seven and walking
one. Kelly Miles (4-7) took the
loss.
Calloway returns to action
Thursday with a doubleheader
against Fulton County. Murray's
scheduled games with Carlisle
County (today) and Hickman
County (Thursday) have been
canceled. Both opponents have
scheduled district make-up games
instead.
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Calloway nips Tigers 4-3
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County baseball
team earned its second one-run
victory of the season over archrival Murray High Tuesday at CCHS
when lightning and rain brought
an end to the contest with the
visiting Tigers batting in the top
of the sixth.
Mark Chamberlain went 3-for3 and drove in a pair of runs
while starting pitcher Willie Morris (4-2) went the distance, striking out three while scattered three
hits and four walks in the Laic
ers' 4-3 win.
Calloway, which defeated Murray 3-2 in 10 innings April 12 at
Ty Holland Field, stands at 14-8
overall and 2-2 in Fourth District
play while MHS fell to 12-11
overall and 0-3 in the district
standings.
With state-ranked Marshall
County a combined 3-0 against
Murray and Calloway — the Marshals host the Tigers Friday —
Laker head coach Bill Cowan
knows that Tuesday's game was
only a preview of what shapes
up to be another crucial meeting
between the two schools in the
district tournament semifinals.
"Odds are that we should face
Murray again in the district tournament and we'll put it all on
the table again." Cowan said. "It'll
be a very interesting game: I don't
think either team wants to face
each other because it means that
one good team won't go to the
regional tournament."
The Tigers started the game
with a leadoff single by Marty
Hodge. After a groundout moved
Hodge to second base. Hodge
stole third and came home on
Ryan Seay's RBI single. Seay was
2-for-3 on the day.
But Chamberlain opened the
bottom of the first with a double
and scored on a Jeff Owen single.
The Lakers jumped in front 21 in the second when Chamber-
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SPECIAL DELIVERY...Calloway's Willie Morris prepares to
fire a pitch to home plate during Tuesday's game with
rival Murray High.
lain's base hit plated Aaron
Cowan.
Murray seized command with
two tallies in the top of the
fourth. An error by Chamberlain allowed Justin Garland to
reach base, and after Matt Kelleher drew a walk, both runners
moved up on a double-steal.
Garland scored on a passed
ball and Kelleher came in on
Josh Garland's sacrifice fly to
give the Tigers a 3-2 edge. But
that advantage would disappear
in the bottom half of the frame.
Charles Scott led off with a
walk, stole second on a failed
pickoff attempt, took third on a
passed ball and swiped home

when Maynard tried to hold
Cowan at first. Another passed
ball moved Cowan, who walked,
into scoring position, and Chamberlain slapped a single up the
middle to bring Cowan in.
Justin Maynard (3-4) took the
loss, striking out seven and walking just two but yielding six
hits.
"We're not getting a lot of
timely hits right now, but I think
we're getting better," said Tiger
head coach Cary Miller. "We've
had to battle through some
injuries, but 1 think we'll be on
top of our game by the time
the district tournament rolls
around."
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MSU offers child care program
It seems that one of the universal problems for parents working or attending college is finding quality child care.
With anywhere from one-third
to one-half of the nations college
student population being classified
as non-traditional students, the issue
of child care has become hotter
than ever.
A survey conducted at Murray
State University found that college students in Murray who have
cl)ildren had particular problems
finding a place for their children
to stay while they attended nigkt
classes.
Non-traditional students (age 23
and older) make up 28 percent of
MSU's undergraduate population
of almost 6,900 students.
No child care center in the
Murray area stays open past 5:30
p.m. with the exception of a center run by the hospital exclusively for the children of hospital
employees. That makes evening
classes a struggle for some and
an impossibility for others.
But a trio of concerned faculty and staff members at Murray
State decided to do something
about the problem.
Joann Niffenegger and Steve
Horwood, faculty members in the
departments of elementary and secondary education and graphic arts,
respectively, along with Billie Burton, the coordinator of adult outreach at MSU, decided to prepare
a grant proposal.
The proposal, "Child Care
Access Means Parents in School,"
. _
outlined a plan for helping the
parents of younger children stay
in school or return to school.
According to Niffenegger, students who need to attend evening
classes may depend on friends or
relatives to watch their children,
or they may have to take them to
classes or leave them home -often
not ideal solutions.
Also, she notes, the grant proposal was written with Pell Grant
recipient parents in mind because
often times the problem of finding adequate evening child care
is compounded by a shortage of
funds available to pay a sitter.
"The grant was written initially to encourage families who were
on welfare to try to get off of
welfare - to come back to school
or to start school for the first
time," she says. "We wanted to
reach a population who might not
otherwise feel as though they could
do something like this."
The grant was funded by the
U.S. Department of Education for
a total of $99,989 over a period
of five years (subject to renewal
each year).
Under the conditions of the grant,
the children of Pell Grant recipients get 51 percent of the slots
open in the new child care center.
The other 49 percent are available on a first-come, first-served
basis and are open to the children of faculty, staff and other
students.
Niffenegger believes that division of slots is an important component of the center.
"We really want to invite faculty and staff to use this center.
That's where some of our diversity is," she notes. "We don't want
to exclude anyone as long as we
don't turn away those Pell Grant
recipients. They are first on the list."
Although the major goal of the
evening care center is to provide
a safe, happy environment for the
children, certainly one point of
focus is to make that care affordable. The cost is $10 per night
per child, but a sliding scale fee
is available for qualified individuals.
By setting a fee scale that fits
every wallet, Niffenegger thinks
the center has a good chance of
pulling in a diverse group of kids.
"We don't want to be exclusive to one group. We want everyone to feel comfortable in that
environment," she says.
"We wrote this grant to reach
a population that might not otherwise feel as if they could do something like this(attend college)," Niffenegger explains. "Hopefully, a
lot of people are working during
the day, whether it's students taking classes or faculty and staff working.
"Trying to take or teach classes at night might present a problem for those who have small children at home. Having a safe,
healthy, fun place to leave the
children is nice."
Niffenegger believes that the
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A herd of plastic dinosaurs watch as Tiffany Parham, 3,
plays a peg board game with her teacher, "Miss Jessica"
Buchanan. Parham, the daughter of MSU staff member Doris
Clark-Parham, is spending the evening at the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center while her mom attends class.
Buchanan graduated from MSU in December 1999 as a K4 certified teacher.
trend toward evening classes will
increase as time goes on. For
working parents, evening classes
may be the only solution.
Another push toward the trend, •
she thinks, is the increasing number of elementary and secondary
schools now operating on the alternative calendar. Teachers who used
to do advanced degree work during the summer days might find
that they are needing to move
more in the direction of night
classes because of their school
schedules.
And, although the center is not
currently open for the summer,
she feel§ that a summer session
will definitely be added in the
future.
"That is something we looked
at, and we don't feel that it will
be a problem to change when we
need to," she says.
When submitting the grant proposal, Murray State found itself
in competition with other campuses for the grant funds. One big
advantage for Murray was that it
already had the ideal facility in
place to house an evening care
center.
The Ruby Simpson Child Development Center was built as a laboratory school for students who
major in interdisciplinary early
childhood education (IECE). It is
used during the day to house a
preschool program and is managed by the MSU college of education.
The grant writers reasoned that
by adding evening care, more
hands-on experiences for students
majoring in the IECE program
would be available. Also, the Ruby
Simpson Child Development Center was already fully equipped and
licensed for 20 children, ages three
through five.
With a few modifications and
very little extra equipment, the facility could serve children up to the
age of eight Also, because of the
grant, the building was upgraded,
making it ADA accessible.
That's important because it
means the center can serve children with disabilities. And that,
Niffenegger says, is just one more
way that the center becomes even
more diverse.
Another feature of the center
is the convenience it affords parents leaving their children there.
Because it is on campus, it's easy
for parents to drop their children
off before going to class. Also,
the parents are close to their kids
should an emergency arise.
An additional convenient feature is that parents use the center
only when they need it.
Open on Monday through Thursday from 4:30-9:30 p.m.. parents
purchase only the night they need.
They are not expected to purchase
more nights than they actually
need in order to reserve a place
for their children.
Children who come to the center can expect help with their
homework, a hot meal, a quiet
place to nap if they get tired, and,
possibly most important to the kids
themselves, other children to play
with.
Because of state licensing
requirements, a schedule of activities within the center must exist;
however. Niffenegger says, there
is definitely room for flexibility
within those blocks of time. "For
instance, when the days are longer,
the kids can play outside more."
But one of the biggest things
the adults looked at when writing
the grant was security.

Because of the grant, security
doors, additional lighting and a
doorbell system were installed at
the center.
Also, campus security officers
include the center in their rounds
at night and staff members have
pagers.
"Security was the most important thing to me," Niffenegger
says. "The doors weren't going to
open unless the security system
was in place."
As an additional security measure, background checks are done
on all staff members. They also
have CPR and first-aid certification.
The evening care program, like
the day care sessions, are under
the direction of Julie Gargus, who
has a master's degree in interdisciplinary early childhood education.
Niffenegger and Dr. Jo Robertson, also a faculty member in The
department of elementary and secondary education, serve as consultants and technical assistants.
The evening care program has
been able to piggyback on the day
care program to an extent. Many
of the health and safety policies
necessary for licensing of the
evening program were in place
already.
Because the day care program
was licensed, the evening care program was able to easily meet state
standards. The center is also seeking accreditation.
Licensing, Niffenegger notes, is
linked to minimum standards which
must be met.
Accreditation, on the other hand,
is a direct reflection of quality.
Accreditation is a lengthy process
which involvef report writing and
site visits.
All of that, she says, gives Murray State students who are majoring in interdisciplinary early childhood education a good look at
what needs to be done to open a
quality child care center.
Right now the center employs
two MSU students majoring in
IECE, in addition to a graduate
assistant and Gargus.
That gives the students practical hands-on experience and lets
parents know that the center is
staffed with workers who are accustomed to dealing with children
with and without disabilities.
The preschool day program has
always been open to students across
a wide variety of majors as a lab
experience.
Now, students in night classes
can do field work in the lab school
as well.
Niffenegger has been pleased
with the way the evening care
program has gone during the spring
and wants to stress the availability of slots in the program for the
fall semester of 2000.
"This first semester of operation really served as a pilot program for us," she says. With a
small enrollment, the spring term
provided the perfect opportunity
to make any needed adjustments
or changes.
Slots in the program are available by application. Individuals
wanting more information should
contact Julie Gargus in the Ruby
Simpson Child Development Center at (270) 762-4633.
"This is a service to the university community," Niffenegger
said. "We encourage people to use
this service and come to school
if evening care has been a problem."
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Here's a hard
one for you: I recently read in an
alternative health magazine that
dietary protein will block the absorption of calcium. Does this put milk on
the no-no list for those of us who need
extra calcium to prevent osteoporosis?
DEAR READER: I am unaware of
any reputable studies proving that
protein inhibits the absorption of calcium. In fact, most nutritionists
advise taking calcium supplements
with meals, to enhance absorption. As
you suggested, milk is a rich natural
source of both protein and calcium, so
it remains a logical source for both
nutrients. Remember, however, that
whole milk also contains cholesterol;
therefore, if you need to watch the fats
in your diet, drinking skimmed milk is
preferable.
That wasn't so hard.
; DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 29-year-old
mother of four and have repeated
attacks of abdominal pain that my
doctor says may be due to a gallbladder problem. Is there any non-surgical treatment other than diet?
DEAR READER: A "gallbladder
problem" usually means gallstones or
inflammation of the gallbladder lining.
To begin with, I'd want to know more
about your gallbladder. To say that it
"may" be the cause of your symptoms
is not enough. At the very least, you
should have a gallbladder/liver ultrasound, some basic blood tests and
(possibly) a CT scan of your abdomen
and pelvis.
The pain from gallbladder disease
typically occurs in the right upper
abdominal quadrant, is episodic and
may be aggravated by eating food
(especially greasy substances) that
cause the gallbladder to contract.
Such pain may indicate impending

obstruction of the gallbladder and so
should not be ignored.
Although many medical centers are
using techniques (including drugs or
high-powered ultrasound) to dissolve
gallstones, these options are not
appropriate for curing gallbladder
inflammation This is another reason
for you to have a definitive diagnosis
established. If your gallbladder is diseased, the most dependable treatment is to have it removed. When performed by a qualified professional,
laparoscopic surgery is both safe and
curative Ask your doctor to test you
further and, if necessary, refer you for
a surgical opinion. The permanent
relief from pain may be worth the
expense, temporary inconvenience
and discomfort of surgery. To give you
related information, I am sending you
a copy of my Health Report
"Gallbladder Disease." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, gurray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

MAX-KLEAN
CARPET CLEANING SERVICE
YOUR CARPETS WILL LOOK BETTER THAN EVER &
WILL DRY IN HALF THE TIME!
WE DON'T JUST CLEAN YOUR CARPETS.
"WE CLEAN THEM TO THE MAX"

CALL: 270/759-2479 270/376-5692 1-888-421-4576
Randy Chapman: Owner
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DEAR ABBY: Many years ago,
our neighbor owned a St. Bernard
that was usually tied up outside the
house. It was teased almost daily by
another neighbor's vicious child,
until it turned mean. (St. Bernardi;
by nature are very friendly dogs.)
One day the dog got loose and bit
my 10-year-old brother as he was
walking home from school. The animal's jaws surrounded my brother's
upper thigh completely, and the
puncture wounds were half an inch
deep.
Luckily, my brother did not
develop tetanus or any other complications, and he recovered completely, with only some scars to
show for the experience. The same
can't be said for the dog or the mean
neighbor child. The child grew up to
be a nasty adult who is now in
prison. The dog eventually was
euthanized — absolutely not at my
family's request. We were angry at
the horrible boy, not the poor dog.
Children who torture animals
are likely to grow into criminal
adults, so parents should teach
their children at an early age to be
kind to animals as well as people.
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DEAR ABBY Last summer
when our son was 13 months old, we
visited my in-laws in another state.
While there, we went out to their
lake place, where they keep an
older, somewhat rundown boat.
After dinner, my father-in-law, who
had consumed a couple of beers,
wanted us all whop in the boat and
go for a spin around the lake.
Since there was no infant life
jacket available(the type with a special neck support that is meant to
keep an infant's head above water),
I refused. My father-in-law became
infuriated and proceeded to berate
me because none of the other daughters-in-law with small children had
a problem with taking their kids in
the boat without life jackets. My
husband supported my position;
however, since then my father-inlaw has been rude and condescending toward me.
Given the fact that this man had
a couple of drinks and the boat is
old, I just didn't want to take any
chances. Every year we hear about
boating accidents where people
might have survived if they had
been wearing a life jacket. Was I out
of line? And what do I do about my
father-in-law?
CAREFUL MOM IN WASHINGTON

DEAR SEEN IT: Persistent
cruelty to animals warrants a
thorough evaluation by a psyDEAR CAREFUL: You were
chiatrist or psychologist with
not out of line. You were behavexpertise in children to detering the way a conscientious parmine the cause — and the soonent should. Even if your fatherer the better.
in-law had an infant life jacket,
I checked with child psychiayou should never get in a boat
trist Lori Zukerman, M.D., in
navigated by someone who has
Los Angeles, who confirmed
been drinking.
that persistent teasing of a conYour father-in-law was talkfined and helpless animal by a
ing through his beer and behavchild should be of concern to
ing like a spoiled child. You
parents, because it may be a
can't change him — he is the
symptom of a psychiatric illness
only person who can do that.
such as conduct disorder.
Keep your distance until he
Conduct disorder is characcleans up his act and apologizes.
terized by anti-social behavior
and is frequently associated
with poor self-esteem, poor
frustration tolerance, lack of
empathy, risk-taking behaviors,
and impairments in daily functioning and relationships.
Studies suggest that many East dealer.
children with conduct disorder Both sides vulnerable.
will have a diagnosis of antiNORTH
social personality as adults
•KJ 9 8 7 4
and/or they will be at risk for
V 64
mood disorders, anxiety disor•Q 3 2
ders and substance abuse in
+73
adulthood.
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LOOKING BACKMIII

A "FOOTBALL MINUTE"
MAY LAST AN HOUR,
BUT A "SHOPPING
MINUTE" LASTS A
MONTH AND A HALE

Ten years ago
More than 1,230 degrees will be
conferred at the 67th annual spring
commencement at Murray State
University May 12.
Gladys Marie Cain Jarrett has
returned from New York City after
being in the National Mother of the
Year Pageant at Waldorf Astoria
Hotel there. She represented Kentucky as 1990 Kentucky Mother of
the Year and was in the top five
contestants receiving several prizes.
Births reported include a boy to
Loh and William McGauley and a
girl to Pamela and Michael Rartsfield, May 5; a boy to Jern and Tim
Kennedy, May 6; a boy to Teresa
and Ronald Shem well and a boy to
Regina and Trevor McClure, May
7.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Larry Joe Salmon, a seventh
grade social studies teacher at Murray Middle School, has been named
principal of the school by the Murray Independent Board of Education.
Work is underway to convert the
old L. & N. freight depot into a
home of Murray-Calloway County
Community Theater and other community activities. The 73-year-old
building is now located in the new
city-county park.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Green Jr.,
May 3.
Thirty years ago
Roberta Whitnah will retire in
June after 39 years of service to
Murray State University. She came
to Murray in 1931 as a critic
teacher of science and mathematics

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

A Giant Catastrophe

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 10,
the 131st day of 2000. There are
235 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 10, 1869, a golden
spike was driven at Promontory,
Utah, marking the completion of
the first transcontinental railroad in
the United States.
On this date:
In 1774, Louis XVI ascended
the throne of France.
In 1775, Ethan Allen and his
Green Mountain Boys captured the
British-held fortress at Ticonderoga, N.Y.
In 1865, Union forces captured
Confederate President Jefferson
Davis in Irwinville, Ga.
In 1899, movie musical star
Fred Astaire was born in Omaha;
Neb.

Sometimes your distribution
is such that you don't want the
double left in but would rather
have your partner respond in a
suit. In such situations, you bid
four notrump, which asks your
partner to bid his best suit. Of
course, you should also have substantial high-card values to make
this bid, since you are forcing partner to respond on the five level.
Once upon a time, many years
SOUTH
ago,the legendary Harry Fishbein
*A 1065
was playing in a high-stake rubber
V—
bridge game and held the South
• A K 96 5
hand. His four-notrump bid was
4,K 9 4 2
well below par; he should have had
The bidding
at least three or four more highEast
South
West
North card points.
4W
4 NT
Dble
Pass
His illustrious partner had
Pass
Redble All Pass
never heard of the convention and
Opening lead — two of hearts.
neglected to bid five spades over
You wouldn't think that this West's double of four notrump.
could happen to two top players, Fishbein's redouble was intended
but it did.
to emphasize that he still wanted
There is a bidding convention North to choose a suit. But again
that, when the proper occasion North failed to bid five spades
arises, works very well. It occurs (which was ice cold). So Fishbein
when your opponent opens the played the hand at four notrump
bidding with four of a major and redoubled, and he lost seven heart
you have the values to compete tricks and three clubs to go down
against him but don't know which seven —4,000 points!
suit to bid. If you double, your
The next day,North was telling
partner will probably pass, because a friend about the giant catastrodoubles ofoppos Mg game contracts phe."Imagine that Fishbein.I didn't
are usually treated as penalty even open my mouth, and he goes
doubles.
down 4,000!"
Tomorrow: Playing the percentages.
C2000 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

35 Not (prefix)
36 — gin fizz
37 Downy duck
39 Oscar winner
Sidney's
family
42 Sleeping
quarters
43 Minus
44 One who
mimics
46 Trust
48 Pertaining to
love
51 Harem room
52 Encourage
(2 wds )
54 Last mo
55 Leno's
announcer
56 Bristles
57 Declare

1 Before

FORME-ITER or WCIFISIE
ELIZABETH CAN I GET
ANyTHiNG

(poetic)
4 Sports
building
9 Mr. Lincoln
12 Overtire
13 Gallantry
14 — Vegas
15 Widen
17 "Dinner at

WHAT IS IT \MTH
MOTHERS AND FOOD?
CAN'T SHE SEE I'M
EXHAUSTED? V4HEN
COME HOME FROM
StkooL,ALL I WANT TO
DO IS...

)NO THANKS,
MOM I'm
TOST
TIRED.

•«
0
0%
Vs. \
IJA)

WHO BROKE \
THIS VASE?!

19 Kiln
20 — California
21 Province in
SW Canada
(abbr.)
23 Candy bar
27 Muslim
prince (var.)
29 God
30 That is (Latin
abbr.)
31 "—the
season
32 Made a
border
34 Eggs (Latin)
1
12

13
16
I9

21
27

1124

HERE'S THE\
WOIZLO FAMOUS
BEA6LE SCOUT
6EITIN6 OFF
ON A HtKE)

HE TAKES I,a)ITH HIM
ONL,e THE BARE NECESSiTiES

f

EKTRA SOCKS FCR6T-AIO KIT,
A ViAP, COMPASS

8

9

32

33

10

11

14
18

diUl

.1.125

11128

35
39

7

ill

111

illiUUI
ill.
41

28

aII

drillUUU

ill
aillil
IIIIIII mom il
1
iii
IMO

Local Delivery
RATES
.
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

5-10C 2000 United Feature Syndicate
5 Floating
items
6 Ron or Rick
7 Negative
8 Part of
telephone

III

UUU

22

31ll

PEANUTS

6

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times

•COILS C A
AU
LOU I .S'E L
UM
AL
IAMBI
ATE
CAL TILE
HA
E4D I E SOW
0L
YAB
AT
0
NS
AA
BOA
E4R
ID
0 A
TIN STAI
UT
EOAN
DR
TE
S4 A N.N
E 0 HS
SAPID
N
SIN

1 Greek letter
2 Anes
3 Bares
4 Hertz rival
5

One year ago: China broke off
talks on arms control with the
United States, and allowed demonstrators to hurl stones at the U.S.
Embassy in Beijing for a third day
to protest NATO's bombing of the
Chinese Embassy in Yugoslavia. A
military jury at Camp Lejeune,
N.C., sentenced Captain Richard
Ashby, a Marine pilot whose jet
clipped an Italian gondola cable
and sent 20 people plunging to their
deaths, to six months in prison and
dismissed him from the corps for
helping hide a videotape shot during the flight.(Ashby was acquitted
earlier of manslaughter.) Cartoonist, playwright and songwriter Shel
Silverstein was found dead in his
Key West, Fla., apartment; he was
66.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

2

15

for 14 years at Murray Training
School before transferring to Murray State Physical Sciences Department.
UCpl. Richard K. Hutson, son
of Mrs. Edward Smith, is now serving with the United States Marines
at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Billy Dale Outland, pnncipal of
Faxon School, spoke at a meeting
of Faxon Mothers Club.
Forty years ago
Army Sgt. First Class William
0. Downey is now serving with
2nd Armored Division at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Gil Mains, veteran Detroit
tackle, has agreed to terms on his
1960 contract. Mains, a graduate
and former football player of Murray State College, came into the
National Football League in 1953
as a comparative unknown; but in
seven seasons has established himself as one of football's toughest
offensive lineman.
Fifty years ago
May 12 will be observed nationally as Hospital Day. In Murray
this day will be observed with an
open house from 3 to 6 p.m. at
Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Bailey Sr.
have an advertisement in The
Ledger & Times thanking the people for their patronage of their jewelry business for the past 37 years.
Their store, located on the west
side of the Murray courtsquare, has
been purchased by the Lindsey
family.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Overbey,
May 4.

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00

number
(2 wds )
9 Seaweed
10 Scrooge word
11 NY time
16 Body of water
18 Alphabet
sequence
20 Await
21 Adjusted
one's
position in a
chair (2 wds)
22 — acids
24 African nver
25 Metal bolt
26 Department
store name
28 Enjoys
33 Fulfills
34 Fragrant

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address

City
State

36 Let it stand'
38 Cooler
40 Homer opus
41 Apia's locale

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

45
46
47
48

Cornbread
Enemy
Total
Representative (abbr )
49 Ending with
form

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

50 Pigpen
53 NBC's owner

Or call

(270)753-1916
II

UI
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL

(.1 ‘S1111...1) kl)R I I
Dispin
$630 Column hack GO% Discount 2nd Ron,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Alf 3 Ads Mats: Run Within 6 Da% Period)

753-1916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Line Ads $700 nuanniun hi day. 10e per *ad per day fur each additional GORSCCUlI Vl day
$2 50 extra for Shopper (Toes . Classifieds go unto Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind tx,x ads

Legal Notice

Laval Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00438
'UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer
for Union Planters Bank, NA,f/d/bia
Peoples First National Bank & Trust Company,
NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 10, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, May 22,
2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot No. 57 in the Conrad Heights Subdivision as shown by Plat
of Record in Plat Book 2,Page 94,in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway-County Court.
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions,
reservations, easements and other covenants running with the
title to said real estate as stated in or on the plat of Conrad
Heights Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 94, and as
amended by restrictions recorded in Deed Book 140, Page 6, in
the office of the Clerk aforesaid, all of which is made a part of
this deed as if written herein in full.
Being the same property conveyed from DeWayne Smith, Jr., to
Stanley C. Hale by deed dated December 7, 1992, and recorded
in Book 186, Page 78, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway
County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with pod
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property fis additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained arid paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem thxes.
DATED this 17th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTi:refer"
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00417
PLAINTIFF

REPUBLIC BANK & TRUST COMPANY,
VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

WILLIAM A. BELCHER,SR.,
PATRICIA A. BELCHER,AND
PREFERRED CREDIT CORPORATION,
ASSIGNEE OF SAMBOY FINANCIAL, INC.,
N/K/A BANK OF BLUEGRASS & TRUST CO.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 11, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, May 22,
2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00086

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00076

VS.,
VS.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 10, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, May 22,
2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
A 15,061 square foot tract of land as surveyed by the firm of
Trinity Engineering, Inc., of Murray, Kentucky, on October 24,
1995, located on the west side of North 7th Street in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a 3/8" iron pin (found) 20.00 feet west of the centerline of North 7th Street, 420.4 feet, more or less, north of the
centerline of Olive Street and being the southeast corner of the
herein described tract of land and the northeast corner of the
William T. Fennessee property, said point being located 59.95
feet north of a 3/8" iron pipe (found);
Thence, South 88 degrees 32 minutes 54 seconds West for a distance of 159.95 feet with the north boundary of the Fennessee
property to a 3/4" iron pipe (found) at a common corner to the
Keith Black property;
Thence, with the boundary of the Black property, the following
bearings and distances:
North 00 degrees 30 minutes 28 seconds West for a distance of
feet to a 3/4" iron pipe (found);
North 89 degrees 21 minutes 31 seconds East for a distance of
159.94 feet to a 3/4" iron pipe(found) 20.00 feet west of the centerline of North 7th Street, said point being located 95.44 feet
south of an iron pin and cap #697 (found);
Thence, South 00 degrees 30 minutes 00 seconds East for a distance of93.04 feet along the west side of North 7th Street to the
point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways
and easements.

The aforementioned property shall bz. sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to haVe the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of onethird (33-1/3%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 17th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

TRACT II: A tract of land located on the old 121 Hwy. Near
Cypress Creek Embayment of Ky. Lake and being further
described as follows: Beginning at a stake in the center of the
Old Ky. Hwy. 121 at the Southwest corner of a lot sold to Nolan
Adams and Milburn Outland; thence south with the center of
said road 50 ft. to a stake; thence east 120 ft. to a stake, corner
to lot sold to Scarbrough; thence North 50 ft. to a stake, southeast corner to said Adams and Outland lot; thence west with
Outland and Adams lot 120 ft. to center of Old Hwy. being the
point of beginning.

Bidding Documents may be examined at the Hospital, office of Earl
Swensson Associates. 2100 West End Avenue, Suite 1200, Nashville,
Tennessee 37203: F.W. Dodge Co. plan rooms, and builders plan rooms
in Kentucky and Tennessee.

DATED this 17th day of April, 2000.
W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Max

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

Murray Calloway County Hospital: Murray, Kentucky; invites bids bidders. for the construction of a Medical Office Building of approx. 7,000
sq. ft. in Benton, Kentucky.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.

PLAINTIFF

MELLON MORTGAGE COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF

TRACT I: Beginning at a stake in the center of a country road,
said stake being 350 ft. South of a metal marker (coordinates:
North 69,057; East 1,412,579); thence South with the center of
said road 50 ft. to a stake; thence East parallel with the North
line of property conveyed to a Carlton and Louise Morgan of
which this is a part, 120 ft. to a stake; thence West 120 ft. to a
stake to the point of beginning. The lot herein conveyed being
50 ft. North and South, by 120 feet East and West.

Tracts I and II described above are being the same real estate
which was conveyed to Patricia A. Belcher, and husband,
William A. Belcher, Sr., as tenants by the entirety, by deed from
Vita Satterwhite, a widow, dated July 17, 1992, and of record in
Book 181, Card 92, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Ronald Hernandez, et ux., obtained title to the above-described
real property by virtue of a deed, dated November 10, 1995,
from Anna Ellison, a single person, and Richard G. Reed, a sinPage ___, in the office of the
gle person, and recorded in Book
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

010

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

RONALD HERNANDEZ,
SHARON HERNANDEZ, and
STATEWIDE MORTGAGE COMPANY,

STANLEY C. HALE,
TRACEY D. HALE,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

Friday

010

Levi Notice

UNITED MIDWEST SAVINGS BANK
f/k/a MIDWEST SAVINGS BANK,
PLAINTIFF

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Saturday

010
Legal Notice

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Just Say "Charge It"
010

010

010

010

010

ANL

Ad Deadlines

Publish

INVITATION TO BID

Sealed bids will be received by the Hospital, at 803 Poplar Street,
Tuesday, May 30, 2000 until 4 p.m. central standard daylight savings
time in the conference room and then will be opened and read aloud. Bids
received after this time will be returned unopened.

Prime Bidders must have a minimum of ten (10) years experience, done
at least 3 similar size and type projects. and be bondable for the full
amount of the contract.
Prime Bidders may obtain a maximum of two complete sets of plans and
specifications of the Bidding Documents from the Architect for the
deposit sum of One Hundred Dollars per set ($100.00), made payable to
Earl Swensson Associates. The deposit will be refunded to bidders who
submit a bona fide Bid and return the Bidding Documents in good condition within seven (7)days 4fter the receipt of Bids. The cost of replacement of any missing or datnaged document will be deducted from the
Deposit. A bidder receiving a Contract award may retain the Bidding
Documents.
Prime Bidders may obtain additional sets for the actual cost of printing
from Lellyett and Rogers Nashville (615-316-9335), which will not be
refunded. Material Dealers and Subcontractors may obtain Bidding
Documents for the cost of printing from Lellyett and Rogers Nashville
(615-316-9335), which will not be refunded.
Bid security in the amount of five (5%) percent of the Bid must accompany each Bid in accordance with the instructions To Bidders.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids and waive any informalities in bidding.

CHARLES W. VEACH,
CYNTHIA A. VEACH,
SECURITY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
FOREST L. OAKLEY,AND
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 11, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, May 22,
2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast and
Southwest Quarters of Section 15, Rownship 3, Range 4 East,
and being Lot 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Charles
Veach and Cynthia Veach property of record in Plat Book 21,
Page 53, Slide 1965, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the east line of
Hopkins Road approximately 0.7 miles south of Charlie Miller
Road,in the centerline of an abandoned roadway and the southwest corner of Lot 1 described herein; thence, 30'from and parallel to the centerline of Hopkins Road, north 12 deg. 21' 52"
west 200.15' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northwest corner
of Lot 1; thence, severing the lands of Charles Veach, north 88
deg. 06' 10" east 482.27'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northeast corner of Lot 1; thence south 01 deg. 53'50" east 196.82'to
a 1/2" diameter rebar set, in the centerline of an abandoned
road, the north line of the Michael Haley property (Deed Book
159, Card 2865); thence, with HaleYs north line, in the centerline of said abandoned road, south 88 deg. 06' 10" west 445.91'
to the point of beginning. This tract contains 2.0969 acres.
This being a portion of the real estate conveyed to Charles W.
Veach and wife, Cynthia Veach (being one and the same as
Cynthia A. Veach) by deed from Forest L. Oakley, et ux., dated
March 17, 1989, of record in Book 173, Card 2819, in the Office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
one-third (33-13%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 17th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that The Bank of Lyon County, 153 West
Main, Eddyville, Kentucky has made application to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation for merger with the following banks:
Bank of Livingston County, Tiline, Kentucky; Dees Bank of Hazel.
Hazel, Kentucky; Peoples Bank of Murray, KY, Murray, Kentucky;
Broadway Bank and Trust, Paducah, Kentucky; Owensboro
National Bank, Owensboro, Kentucky; Alliance Bank, Somerset,
Kentucky; Citizens Deposit Bank of Calhoun, Kentucky, Calhoun,
Kentucky; First & Peoples Bank, Springfield, Kentucky, Springfield,
Kentucky; HNB Bank, NA, Harlan, Kentucky; Southern Deposit
Bank, Russelville, Kentucky; Bowling Green Bank and Trust
Company, NA, Bowling Green, Kentucky; First City Bank and Trust
Company, Hopkinsville, Kentucky; Jefferson Banking Company,
Louisville, Kentucky; The New Farmers National Bank of Glasgow.
Glasgow, Kentucky; and Peoples Commercial Bank, Winchester,
Kentucky. All of the aforementioned banks are directly or indirectly
owned by Area Bancshares Corporation. Following the merger, The
Bank of Lyon County will change its name to "Area Bank." Area
Bank's main office will be located in Owensboro, Kentucky.
It is contemplated that all offices of the above named institutions
will continue to operate with the exception of the main office location
of Bank of Livingston County, 1543 Tiline Road. Tiline, Kentucky
which location will close on August 18th, 2000.
Any person wishing to comment on this application may file his or
her comments in writing with the Regional Director (DOS) of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation at its Regional Office at 5100
Poplar Avenue, Suite 1900, Memphis, Tennessee 38137, not later
than June 5th, 2000. The nonconfidential portions of the application
are on file in the Regional Office and are available for public inspection during regular business hours. Photocopies of information in
the nonconfidential portion of the application file will be made available upon request.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Hilton C. Hughes, Jr.,
executor of the estate
of Beatrice B. Hughes,
99-P-135, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement- must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
A final settlement of
accounts has been accounts has been
filed in Calloway filed in Calloway
District Court by Rita District Court by
Molly
G. Carson, executrix Ronald Jones &
of
co-executors
Farley,
of
estate
the
of
E.
Lowes
of
estate
the
Margaret H. White,
98-P-288,
Coats,
99-P-242, deceased.
deceased.
Exceptions to this
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
must be
settlement
filed in the Calloway
County District Court filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk
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Legal Notice
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
Calloway
in
filed
District Court by
Bailey,
Dortha
executrix of the estate
of Lillian Ferguson,
99-P-230, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
in
filed
Calloway
District by Kenneth
Oeurin, executor of
the estate of Peggy
Jean Geurin, 99-P2000, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District on or
before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
in
Calloway
filed
District Court by
Brown Crouch & Ben
Allen Brumley III, coexecutors of the estate
of Bonnie Crouch, 98P-128, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
in
filed
Calloway
District Court by
Brown Crouch & Ben
Allen Brumley III, coexecutors of the estate
of Ronald Crouch, 98P-129, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
been
ments have
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fidusix
within
ciary
months of date of
qualification.

Estate of: James Buel
Hopkins, 219 Higgins
Drive, Murray, KY
42071; Case #00-PLEGAL NOTICE
00098;
Fiduciary:
A final settlement of Belinda Higgins, 223
accounts has been Higgins
Drive,
in
filed
Calloway Murray, KY 42071;
District Court by Appointed: April 26,
Robert E. Wagner, 2000; Attorney: Max
trust officer of the Parker, 104 North 4th
estate of Hilda Gray Street, Murray, KY
Adams,
98-P-064, 42071.
deceased.
Exceptions to this Estate of: Uldine
settlement must be Evans, 1401 South
filed in the Calloway 16th Street, Murray,
County District Court KY 42071; Case #00P-00100; Fiduciary:
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson John A. Gregory, Jr.,
Circuit Court Clerk 204•South 6th Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
LEGAL NOTICE
Appointed: April 26,
A final settlement of
2000; Attorney: John
accounts has been A. Gregory, Jr., 204
in
filed
Calloway South 6th Street,
District Court by Murray, KY 42071.
Robert E. Wagner,
trust officer of the
estate of Eugene
Novice Gray, 97-P-311,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 5/24/00.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00453
UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer
for Union Planters Bank, N.A., f/d/b/a
Peoples First National Bank & Trust Company,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JOEY McDOUGAL, Single,
VALERIE CUNNINGHAM, Single,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

WEDNESDAY MAY 10 2000
010

Legal Notice
Estate of: Virgil Ruth
Grogan, 673 Locust
Grove Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Case *00CoP-00101;
Fiduciaries: Donna
Herndon, 1515 Oxford
Drive, Murray, KY
Edwin
&
42071
Grogan, 135 Ken
Lane, Paducah, KY
Appointed:
42003;
2000;
26,
April
Attorney: Randall A.
Hutchens, 101 South
5th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.
Estate of: Charlie C.
128
Billington,
Wrather Road, Almo,
KY 42020; Case #00P-00105; Fiduciary:
Vicki Lynne Wheat,
02022 Spayde Road,
Charleroix, MI 49720;
Appointed: April 26,
2000; Attorney: N/A
Notice
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
FREE Pregnanc)
Tests! Life House
753-0700

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

tietp Wanted
$11 BASE- APPT
FulU Pail Time
Scholarships Available
Conditions apply.
Customer Service/ Sales
Work in Murray
Apply in Paducah
270-925-9526
mvw woridorstudents comp

29 PEOPLE Wanted
Get paid US to lose up to
30Ibs Dr Recommended
Guaranteed $38
888-929-0007
Manager
ASSISTANT
needed at Murphy USA.
Competitive wages & benefits. Apply in person in
front of Murray Wal-Mart
Supercenter
ATTN: Boyd Bros has
immediate openings for
entry- level truck drivers.
No experience necessary.
Earn $500 to $800 per
week and get home weekly! No COL? No problem.
15 day CDL training available. 1-800-242-7364
COMPUTER Technician
entry level up needed.
Send qualifications to: P.O.
Box 468 Murray, KY
42071.

LOST: German Shepherd/
Kita mix puppy. About E-COMMERCE CP Home
20Ibs. Black & tan, female.
Earn Online Income
No collar. Vicinity of
$500- $75001 month
Holiday Travel, 94E. 2101-888-248-2770
www.gehvealthy.net
0065

..WER
:
FL.*
POTTS'
Mother's Day Headquarters For Hanging Baskets

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 11, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, May 22,
2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
A 5.212 acre tract of land as surveyed by. Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, February, 1993, located on
Highway 464 approximately 10 miles northwest of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, as shown on a Plat of record in Plat
Book 15, Page 1, Slide 1306, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at the southeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and the southwest corner of the Dwayne Hale property
1Book 174, Card 663) said point being a #4 rebar set 0.5± miles
west of the Tucker-Garland Road and 30.00 feet north of the
centerline of Highway 464;
thence, North 84 deg. 33' 47" West - 191.38 feet with the north
side of Highway 464 to a #4 rebar set at the southeast corner of
Tract 2 surveyed this date;
thence. North 3 deg. 25' 52" East - 226.49 feet, creating a new
division line to the Sam Lehman property (Book 175, Card 547)
to an existing steel fence post at the northeast corner of the said
Tract 2;
thence, South 87 deg. 18'53" West - 150.95 feet, generally along
a fence and creating a new division line to the said Lehman
property, to a #4 rebar set at the northwest corner of the said
Tract 2 and the southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land;
thence, North 0 deg. 25' 48" West - 616.40 feet with the Ginger
Overbey east property line (Book 172, Card 1624) to an existing
iron pipe at the northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land;
thence, South 86 deg. 45'41" East - 307.46 feet, generally along
a fence and with the said Overbey south property line to an
existing steel fence post at the northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
thence, South 1 deg. 3' 36" East -.835.34 feet, generally along a
fence and with the said Hale west property line to the point of
beginning.
This conveyance is subject to all easements, restrictions, rightsof-way and prior mineral reservations and mineral conveyances
of record.
Being the sameproperty conveyed from Dwayne Hale and wife,
Janice Hale, to Joey W. McDougal, a single person, and Valerie
R. Cunningham, a single person, by deed dated June 18, 1997,
as recorded in Book 259, Page 262. in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent (10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 17th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Lantana, Fuchsia, Trailing Petunias.
Zonal & Ivy Geraniums
Mixed Bowls & Wire Baskets
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
1 mile off Hwy. 121 between Stella and Coldwater)

489-2756

"NAILS-NAILS-NAILS"
Come Back To The "CONNECTION"
Nails By ferel • 753-5784
Murray-Calloway County Park
Pool passes now on sale at discount prices through May 15th.
Regular price after May 15th.
Call Park Office 762-0325
8 a.m.-4 p.m. for information.

060

060

060
11:11111ost and Found

Nsip Wanted
LABORERS & Operators
492-6141 or 753-1537

DAYTIME Position in busy
business
retail
local
Currentty part-time hours
Job requires delivery,
floor.
sales
stocking
unloading product and
some minor assembly
Send resume with references to P0 Box 63
Murray, KY 42071

LOCAL established insurance agency seeking fulltime receptionist who possesses computer skills, is
people oriented and has a
willingness to learn Please
send resume to PO Box I
Murray, Ky 42071

Lifeguard Needed

WestMew
Licensed Practical Nurses:
Registered with the KY Board of Nsg
Nursing Assistants:
Full-Time and Part-Time
3-11 or 11-7 shift
Prefer certifiectbut will train.

Murray-Calloway County Park now
accepting applications for Lifeguard,
deadline May 15th.

Benefits include: Health/Dental Ins.; Life
Ins; Tuition Reimbursement, Attendance
Bonus, Child Care.

Applications can be picked up at
Murray-Calloway County Park Office
900 Payne Street
Call 762-0325
For Information

Sportsman's ANCHOR MARINA hiring store
clerks I part time and I full time, with some
fishing and boating knowledge helpful. Must
be able to work any of the 7 days a week with
a rotating schedule. Retired people welcome.
Call weekdays only, between 9:00 to 4:00 for
interview and job application - 270-354-6568.
Located on Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek.

SENIOR ACCOUNTING CLERK
Full-time, benefits. Two years college, four years
direct accounting/bookkeeping experience required.
Additional college exchanged for a portion of experience requirement. Experience using MS Office
software preferred. Duties include processing general ledger entries, reconciling daily and monthly
reports, as well as assisting other areas in understanding the accounting process. Salary $8.50
hourly. Apply at: Human Resources. Murray State
University, 404 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 420713312. Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO.
M/F/D, AA employer.

CONTACT:
Kristy Weaver. RN,ADON LTC
270-762-1277 for more information.
270-767-3660
• MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071
STREET
16th
SOUTH
1401

NOW HIRING
The United States Department of
Agriculture will be hiring temporary
summer workers as field assistants to
measure Dark Fired and Dark Air
Cured tobacco crops in the field.
Application may be secured at the FSA
Office, 88 Robertson Road South.
Applicants must be 18 years of age or
17 years of age if a high school graduate. EEO.

JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTRA I.
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for:

LOAN ASSISTANT

GRANTS/CONTRACTS CLERK
Full-time, benefits. Two years college, four years
accounting/bookkeeping experience. Additional college exchanged for a portion of experience requirement. Must possess excellent microcomputer skills,
Word and Excel preferred. Duties include review of
project budgets, monitoring salary and operating
expenditures, development and maintenance of web
pages for department. Salary $7.88 hourly. Apply at:
Human Resources, Murray State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray. KY 42071-3312.
Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO.
M/F/D, AA employer.
Candidates' first choice of employment...

•Two years Secondary Education and two years related
experience preferably in the lending or legal area OR
*Four years work experience preferably in the lending
or legal area
-Computer skills required
-Position located in Murray, Kentucky with emphasis in
Marshall County
-Salary commensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken on the following dates at
the following location: Thursday. May 4, 2000 until
Friday, May 12, 2000 at the Employment Services
Office, 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. The
Employment Services Office is open Monday
through Friday between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
EE0C-Affirmative action employer

ORSCHELII FARM&HOME
Orscheln Farm & Home is a retail chain operating 87
stores in eight mid-western states with an opening
for a Associate Store Manager in,the Murray, KY
area. Expense paid offsite training will take place at
area store locations for approximately 3 to 6 months.
We offer a competitive salary and bonus, as well as
comprehensive benefits. Candidates should possess
a minimum of three years retail management experience, with preferred background in hardware, automotive and general agriculture knowledge.
Be part of a company with a strong 40 year histor,
of offering quality service and products.
Send resume and sala-y requirements to:

Orscheln Farm & Home
Attn: Randy Hoffman
Address: 912 W. Bus. Hwy 60,
Dexter, MO 63841
or Fax to: 573-624-4583
or email: rhoffman@orscheln.com

your Support

LETTER OF APPRECIATION
Dear Staff of Murray Ledger and Times:

CL__A

EXPERIENCED HELP WANTED
Applications are being
accepted for:

Apprentice, Machinist and
Mold Maker
Send resume to:
Pioneer Mold & Engineering, Inc.
P.O. Box 556
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-2440
Build a future at Pioneer Mold!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, counter
help and car hops for all shifts.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

The Non-Traditional Students Organization would like to take thi:opportunity to thank you for your continued support of non-tradi
tional students and NTSO at Murray State University. A special
thank you for coming to MSU at this year's 14th Annual Dog Day, a
campus-wide event open to students, faculty, staff, and administration, that was held Thursday, April 20, 2000.
Each year NTS0 gives away hotdogs and sodas to those in attendance as a token of their appreciation of the support and encouragement of those at MSU. This year, 1300 hotdogs and Pepsi were given
away, together with the free drawing of a Food Basket of a $75-value.
A non-traditional student is one who has had a break in his or her
formal education and/or has dependents other than a spouse.
Returning to school for many is a big adjustment in balancing studies with family responsibilities, and meeting financial obligations.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

WestView
rr

This year's event was a HUGE success. Success is contributed to the
thorough planning and orchestrating of the event, advertising, the
wonderful weather, and the change of day from Friday to Thursday,
and FROGGY 103.
Mostly importantly, NTS0 appreciates your appearance at this year's
event and for publishing the colorful photograph on the front page.
Today across many campuses, organizations are being developed to
welcome non-traditional students to give them a place where they
will feel more at ease as they adjust to college life. NTS0 is a club for
matriculating non-traditional students attending at MSU. NTSO's
purpose is to provide social activities and campus visibility for nontraditional students. And you have been a huge contributor in assisting NTS0 in meeting its purpose intended. Thank you for coming to
this year's event.
Sincerely,
Tracy Davidson, President
NTS0
Murray State University
Ordway Hall
Box 9
Murray, KY 42071
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NURSING ASSISTANT
Full-time OR

Part-time; 7-3, 3-11. II -

7. Prefer certified but will train.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay:
Retirement Plan; Attendance Bonus;
Childcare; Tuition Reimbursement
CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @762-159I.
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 161h STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

NOW taking applications
fulltime/partime.
for
Knowledge of automobile
preferred.
mechanics.
Apply at 641 Shell 516 S.
12th St.
OAKS Country Club is
accepting applications for
summer lifeguard positions. Applications may be
picked up and returned to
Oaks Pro Shop. Any questions should be directed to
Barry Futrell,
270-435-4512.
EXPERIENCED Body
Shop Technician
Excellent benefits & pay
package 401K, and health
insurance
Contact Mr Robinson
Tom Taylor Chevrolet
901-587-9544
FT Evenings & weekends
Must have computer &
phone experience Send
resume to 104N 5th St
Murray, KY 42071
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 767-1319 for more information
SAFETY Manager
Position available for jobmanager..
site
safety
candidates
Qualified should have minimum 3
years construction safety.
Experience preferred in
projects.
COE
Safety
Occupational
degree or safety related
filed is desired but not
required
Demonstrated
skill to lead, maintain, and :
direct a construction safety
program
EOE. Send ' •
resume and salary history
to Manager, P.O Box
1040-S Murray, Ky. 42071.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Want io Buy
COUNTER Help needed
Apply in person at Copy
Plus 1301 Chestnut
LPN needed for busy cardiology office Some computer experience required
Position is Full time and
Send
starts in June
resume w/ references to
PO Box 1040-C. Murray,
Ky. 42071
Fabrication
METAL
Company seeking shop
manager & assistant shop
manager Must have welding & drafting experience
Send your resume to
Box W
Mayfield KY 42066
NOW accepting outside
alterations.
at Corn-Austin.
Hiring
Cabling
NOW
Technician. Send resume
bir fax to: 762-0208
ORGANIZED, hardworking
person needed for busy
practice.
cardiology
Knowledge of computers,
filing , basic accounting &
duties
office
general
required The position will
Start June 5th Full time w/
benefits. Send resume w/
references to P.O. Box
1040-C, Murray, Ky 42071
PAINTERS Needed
Year Around Work
Bonus, Insurance,
Vacations Offered. Home
Office. 270-674-5557.
PART
Time
Licensed
Registered Dietitian. Part
time consulting position in
Martin, TN area in a Long
Term Care facility. This is
an excellent opportunity for
diversity.
and
growth
Please send resume ASAP
to:
Dietary Consultants, Inc.
Attention: Gina Casey
229 Churchill Drive,
Suite 1 Richmond,
KY 40475-3209.
RECEPTIONIST For local
retail office. Computer &
telephone skills required
Send resume to P.O. Box
467 Murray, KY 42071.
SEEKING Part time Choir
director for Wednesday
evening rehearsals and
Sunday morning services.
Please apply to: First
Presbyterian Church, 1601
Main Street, Murray, KY.
WANTED- Person with
COL license and pull truck
to deliver manufactured
homes. Must have insurance.
Contact Dinkins
Home Center,
642-4891 or
1-800-642-4891.

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Cal
Linda. 759-9553.
ESTABLISHED Business
Will clean offices, businesses, or homes. Please
call 759-2082.
Cleaning
or
HOUSE
Ironing. 474-2131, leave
message.
100
Business
Opportunity
GET In On The Japan
Launch of a great network
marketing opportunity. No
personal selling required.
For more information call
753-4801.
110
Electronics
equipment:
STEREO
Kenmore receiver Brand
new. Pioneer 18 CD disc
changer. (2) 301 Bose
speakers. (2) Infinity
speakers. 767-0731.

ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
12th,
Goods. 519 S
Murray
TWO or three bedroom
house in Calloway County
Can put $3000 down and
pay $350 month on land
contract Call 270-2510883
150
Articles
For Sale
99 Yamaha Warrior. Jetted
& piped Great condition
767-0731
BABY Cub. Cosco Red
Metal Matching changing
table includes mattress All
vgc $95 767-9631
ROYAL Blue Long Satin
Prom Dress, Size 8. Worn
Once Call 489-2544, after
5p.m
STEEL buildings
•Incredible savings
•Many sizes available
•Call now for best prices
Jim 270-328-8583
STRAW for sale 1.75 bale
759-4718 night 753-4582
day
Appliances
CLOTHES Dryer, good
condition $25 Call
753-4440 after 4:30
Washing
KENMORE
machine. Good condition
767-0731_
160

Aparuniats For Rent
BALDWIN Organ model 1BR, $2004225 Various
48HR Excellent condition locations Coleman RE
759-4118
$600 obo 753-1973
1BR , like new,dishwasher,
W/D Diuguid Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118
2br Apt All appliances
1995- 16x80 3br 30 x48 including washer/ dryer.
insulated
barn, 2AC Close to MSU Available
Southwest part of county
May 15th 759-5885
492-6175
2BR Apt near campus. no
•1998
Mid-American pets Days. 753-5980 75316x80, 3BR , 2 bath, A/C & 1203 after Sp.m.
appliances. 759-2316.
2BR, Bath & 12 appli4 lots 120tt./200ft. 1997 ances 755 Wiswell Road
16x70
mobile
home, $450/ month 753-5344
garage, & other out build- 559-9970
ings. Coleman RE 7592BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
4118 Also 12x65 rent to
Realty 753-4444.
own
2BR duplex Central HA,
98 Bank repo mobile home
good location, appliances
located in local park SetColeman RE 759-4118
up and ready 'to move in
duplex
in
2BR
,
Easy financing
Northwood $350mo 759Call Conseco
4406
800-554-8717 Ex t 774

FOR
SALE
1982 Sun Dancer,
14x70
mobile
home.
2
Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath. Central airgas heat. Extra
large
kitchen.
Includes
W/D,
DW, Refrig. &
Stove. New hot
water heater.

Call
435-4161
between
3 pm-8 pm.

NOM Furnishings
BOOKCASES, excellent
condition. Oak/ brown
veneer 6x2.5x1. Cost $187 3BR. $260 ma 753-6012
each. Must sell. $39. each.
270-759-4627.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

With 12, 24 or 36 month

LONG sofa, loveseat &
chair. All pieces match. Will
sell as group or sell individual. Price for all pieces.
$450..00.
753-2289.
SECTIONAL Couch, chair,
antique bedroom suite.
Call
753-8206
after
5:30p.m

1/2 acre. $100/mo. 753
6012
LOT For Rent. 753-9866

Business Rental

180
Lawn & Garden

Office Space
Various size units

RIDING mower. $350.00
489-2357.
SELLING Riding mowers
Also buying riders needing
work 436-2867

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Bedding Plants, Trailing Petunias,
Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
Perennial Flowers & Tomato Plants
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
(1 mile off Hw). 121 between Stella and Cold4iit, +

489-2756

120
Computers
GOT Computer
Questions?
Call: Tony Powell
(270)-753-9206
www.tonypowell.com
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Farm Equipment

Apartments For Rent

CASE 1070 Tractor. 78 1BR APT for rent. All appli
Ford one ton flatbed truck ances
Pets
allowed.
489-2230, after 5p.m
$335/mo. Call 489-6222
FOR Sale New Holland
Tobacco setter. 76 GMC w.
lift. 753-7095
TO 20 Ferguson tractor.
Good tires, good condition.
$3500. 753-5165.
laluslcal
FOR all your recording
needs. Sunray Recording
Studio. Now open by
appointment only.
For information
\436-5362 or 435-4619.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house wiwasher &
dryer, furnished. near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm

NICE 2br Duplex, like new.
Has extra large storage
building (25'x30') complete
with wiring and large overhead door. Large carport.
Newly decorated throughout Includes stove and
refrigerator & washer/
dryer hook up. (Washer
and dryer furnished at minimum charge) Large closets and nylon wall to wall
carpeting, garbage disposal and dishwasher. Central
air conditioning and gas
heat. All windows and
doors with insulated glass.
Outside insulated 8" walls.
Many kitchen cabinets.
Excellent location at 1403A
Drive.
2BR, near MSU, central Valleywood
5-15-2000
Available
H/A, Washer/ dryer furReferences required. No
nished, furniture optional
Minimum one year
pets.
Coleman RE 759-4118
lease $500. month Call
2BR., newly remodeled.
270-753-3018
very nice, central H/A, near
NOW available
MSU $300. No pets
1 room studio, lust off cam
Coleman RE 759-4118.
pus New carpet, remod4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid eled Coleman RE 759Available now Coleman 4118
RE. 759-4118
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath
1BR Upstairs Apt
C/gas heat & air All appliAcrossfrom campus
ances included 1 year
No pets
lease, 1 month deposit No
Call 753-5980
pets Call 753-2905
1BR apt. Some utilities
paid. W/D available. 1 1/2
miles from MSU. No pets
767-9037
1BR Apt Available May
15th Walk to MSU Clean,
stove & refrigerator $235/
month 1608 College Farm
Road 753-2084
ALL electric effenicey apt
2 1/2 blocks from MSU
Available 5-14-2000.
$200 deposit/5200/mo.
753-7953.
APT. for rent. $450 7535731.
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
EXTRA Nice 2br, 11:2 bath
townhouse. All appliances
included. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible. Phone.
492-8721, Mon & Thurs
9-ham. TDD No.
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br., duplex in private area. New carpet, utility room. Central gas H/A.
No pets. Lease plus
deposit. $450/mo. 7591087.
LUXURY Duplex
2br.. 2 full baths, walk in
closet, all
appliances
including washer/dryer, 1
car garage. convenient to
MSU. 270-759-5885.

MOVER
POTTS'

For Rent

MAKE University Heights
Apts. your home, Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
assisted apts. These apts.
are for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citizens, wheel chair accessible. For more info call
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br apt. University
Heights Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, wid $325
Deposit, no pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
VERY Nice Duplex on
dead end street between
MSU & CCHS 2br, 2 bath
Garage. available June 1
$5751 mo. 904-B North
20th. Call 753-3119
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
with garage All appliances
included with w'd 1y
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets 753-2905

2 (3br) Houses. Gas heat,
consider rent to own
753-4109.

One and Two Bedroom Apartment
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Att:11".r..71

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
'Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone*
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•Prott unlifics
(undo& Lentral heat & jirl

...hoed arca,at' free mcliklm

+co:01,11N

Conlercmce Room
•1 ,c of tax rmi:hine

•S01111,1cr .A.fetIt

Mon

-V

Must See To Appreciate
Avaiiabie For V,ewmg 415 S 4M
900-4 30•Call For information rssoir, I;
WE Ant SERIOUS ABOUT BUSINESS

2071 Backusburg
Rd. - on Hwy. 464
1', miles from
Kirksey.
May 11 & 12
8 a.m.-?
Men, women,
children's clothes,
women's plus size
clothes, Home
Interiors
Rain or Shine

Real Estate
2BR. 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history Great neighborhood $68,500
753-6870

11 2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray. 753-1967

1520 CAN1EHI3URY Very
nice, large 2 story, 4br
Price reduced Immediate
possession
436-5922
2390 sqft
3br, 2 bath concrete
driveway 30x40 shop outbuilding, 17 acres w/pond
492-6222
3 or 4 br,, older home in
town with 2 baths, C'H/A
with gas heat and one car
garage $46,000 759-4718
night 7532-4582 day
3BR, 112 bath, 1430sq. ft.
Outbuilding, with extra lot.
$71,000 Call 759-1719
3BR, 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen, 2 car
garage $91,200
753-6038
3BR, 2 bath house on 34
acres North Calloway
753-1410

Lakefront Lot
In Hamlin, KY
141 ft. lake frontage.
Deep water, slight slope to water.
Desirable location. $57,500.

753-1890

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536.
G-STORAGE
1015 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

EASTSIDE
LC/2
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

440
Lots For Sais
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale, city limits
Underground utilities
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-6040
RESIDENTIAL By Owner.
.7 acre, 1719 The Lane off
of South 17th $25.750.
4bo Day- 753-5273, Night79-1980. Ask for David

13 acres fenced with
pond.... 3800 sq. ft. 2 story
log home.... 60x30 finished
shop.... 120x50 barn with
riding arena... 3 other outbuildings.... 6 miles east of
Murray.... Price reduced ...
Phone: Day 270-753-1844
Night 270-753-7687.

3BR., 1 bath 5yr. old home
on 1 5 acres. Has 16x16
outbuilding C/H/A 6.5
miles from ttown. For more
information‘767-9461.
3BR , Crt-trA, gas logs, new
kitchen $69,000. Firm.
759-9305
3YR Old Home for sale in
Cambridge Subdivvon
3br. 2 bath, C41/A
Ventless gas fireplace, 2
car garage, large deck.
Nice yard & location. For
appointment call 753-3440.
COUNTRY Home has full
length front porch 3br, 1
bath, 24x24 detached
garage. 8x10 outbuilding
and deck. Call 753-2402.
FOR Sale By Owner, 3br,
21/2 baths. Dining room,
large kitchen, family room.
Central air & natural gas
heat. Formal living room,
brick ranch with fenced
yard. 20x22 deck & 10x16
utility shed. $78,000 Call
489-2784.
NEW Home
Southwest Villa. 3br., 3
bath. 3800 sq ft. Gas heat,
fireplace. large game
room, iacuzzi. $153,000.
753-5024.
REDUCED: Owner Ready
to sell. 3br, 11/2 bath. Nice
home, built in appliances,
Refrigerator
Negotiable
carport & detached 2 car
garage. Call 753-4816.
$79,500.

1983 750 Kawasaki, 4cyl.
New tires. chain & sprockets Excellent condition.
$1200. 759-8811.
480
Auto Parts
1 SET- 15x7 5 Lug direc
tional aluminum wheels
753-6415

UNDER. $100,000

Country setting only 6 minutes to WalMart. 641 North then 464 West; 3 or 4
bedrooms/2 baths; finished bonus room:
1 acre lot - 759-0120 (Owner).

Global Mortgage Link
THE AMERICAN DREAM ( Home Ownershipi
Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans

•Zero Down - Great rates
•3% & .5(7. Down
•10% & 20r7r Down Etc.
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
REGISTERED Australian
Shepherd Female. 1 year
plus Beautiful dog $250
Registered Border Collie
Female, 3 year old $150
Call 759-8080
SIBERIAN Husky Puppies
Born April 2nd Full papers
$150 759-1566

storke•
HORSE Boarding Good
pasture & water. Very reasonable rates 489-2918

lithIses

1987 FORD Taurus 4dr. 1994 17 Alumaweld Jon
$900 Auto 759-2239
All
Boat w/ 56" bottom
1991 CAPRICE Classic welded w ice runners
91.xx* miles Must see' rigged w / bass seats &
$3500 obo 753-0902, carpet . 1995 60H P
Mercury w / tiller & power
please leave message
Motorguide R/C
1992 OLDS Achieve trim
trolling
motor
Lowrance
77,xxx miles Extra clean
Drive-on trailer,
LCR
Call 489-2797
batteries Used very little .
1992 OLDS Delta 88 4dr,
$4800.00 Phone Day 270white $4800 obo
753-1844 Night 270-753767-0887
7687
1996 OLDSMOBILE 98
Houseboat
Regency Elite
70,xxx PONTOON
miles, very clean in & out $9500 40ft with 150
30 plus miles per gallon Horsepower engine Too
many accessories to list
$11.000. obo 474-2266
Call 767-9900 for complete
1997
MITSUBISHI
details
Diamante
Like
new,
leather interior
Power
Offered
everything. 37,xxx miles
Call 492-6132 after 4p.m
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
1998 HONDA Accord EX,
23,xxx miles 6 cylinder. Decks, Home Additions
loaded with auto, sunroof Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
CD & more. Like new Garages, Carports Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
$19,500 759-1663
Fencing Hardwood Floors
89 Olds 88 wrecked $500
Installed
&
Finished
88 Beretta wrecked $300
Quality
Workmanship
87 Bonneville $600 84
Rates
Celebrity $100 83 Cutlass Affordable
Sierra, bad motor, $50 Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
Chev 28 V-6 engine $100
ADAM'S Home
437-4751
Improvements
After 6PM 527-7894
Remodeling, repairs
COLLECTOR
Quality
No lob too small
1983 2dr Thunderbird
437-3192, 753-5594
15 xxx miles Call
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
753-7715
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
Vans
436-2867
AFFORDABLE Pressure
Washing and handyman
service_ Decks, porches,
1990 1 ton Dodge 15 pass gutters, concrete, plumbwindow van Has been ing, tree work, complete
used as a church van since yard care and mulching
96 & has been well main- Free estimates 492-8503
tained It has 122,xxx plus
ALL Carpentry Service
mile
If interested call,
From Foundation to
753-4392 or 753-1991 askFinish
ing $4500
18Yrs experience
500
New Construction •
Used Trucks
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
1989 Ford Ranger XLT 4
Concrete Work AGC
cylinder, A/C. auto. P/S.
Certified
P/B long bed. 137,xxx
435-4272
miles Sharp' $3250 270
ALL
Carpentry,
753-0279.
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling
Rotten floors, sagging
Campers
roofs Home & Mobile
vinyl
1973 DODGE 1
siding.
ton repair,
camper $3200 Come see References Call Larry
at 423 Beechy Creek Lane Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353
New Concord, KY
1989 CHEVY C20 Van
759-4917

753-3853

comer

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Avatlable

YARD SALE

3BR , 2 bath house
Acreage
1660 Ryan Ave Outside
only.
$450/mo.
pets
lots, (2) 6 acre
Available 5-15-00 435- (2) 5 acre
lots, or (1) 10 acre lot or (1)
4645
12 acre lot 753-5731
4BR House for rent. 21/2
11 TRACTS OF LAND
baths. With C/H/A. 8am7-12 Acres per tract.
9p.m Call 210-7847 (local).
Property located off of Hwy
Location. 94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
EXCELLENT
Martin Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
1602 Tabbard
Heights. 3br. 2 bath. 2yr. proposed new Hwy 80. For
old home. Beautiful decor. more information please
Gas fireplace. Available view property, review postJune. $800./mo. Call 753- ed data, then please call.
0090
270-441-2253.
acres, woods, creek.
12.5
360
512,500. 759-2316.
storage Rentals
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available. Pick your wooded hillside choice of
Neon Beach
acreage from 2 on up.
Mini-Storage
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
All Size Units
North of town. Call for priAvailable
vate showing today. 7532905

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

Wade=

•Investment Property
(Duplex - 4 Pies,
•Refinancing & Refinancing Cash Out
•Home Equity. 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125%
•Many Other Loan Programs

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 1300 -Johnson Blvd.

YARD SALE
Watkins St. in Hardin - Hwy.
80 East last street on right.
Thurs. 5/11 • 7 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
5 FAMILY
2 swivel bar stools, service for 100 amp electrical. bookcases, Web TV, rugs, child's computer & printer, tins, 2 wash stands. curtains, Home
Interior, stereo, wood toolbox, toys, men,
women & children's clothes - all sizes For
more information call 753-1796

APPLIANCE REPAIR
1997 30' Prowler 5th wheel
with slide out & many All brands; Kenmore 30+
The years experience BOBBY
upgrade features
camper is set up on lot HOPPER, 436-5848
#86 At Lakeside campART WORK
ground on HWY 68E at Hand Painted wall borders,
Jonathan Creek Call
ceiling medallions, furni270-753-6001
ture & more. 15yrs experi1997
ROCKWOOD ence Cheryl Homer, Paris,
Freedom. Pop-up tent TN. 901-644-1855. 6-9am
camper. Electric or gas & 6-9pm.
heat, air conditioned, BRYON'S Lawn Service
awning. Like new. S4500. Free estimates 759-0276
Call
CONCRETE Finishing
759-4191
•Driveways

14FT DeenV, 20hp, electric
start Foot control trolling
motor, livewell, trailer.
$900 Will separate
753-5243. leave message
16FT Fisher, 45hp Mariner
Moody Drive-on trailer.
Motorguide trolling motor, 2
Lowrance graphs, live
wells, ready to fish. $3800
Negotiable.
492-8815.
Fisher,
45hp
16FT
Mariner, moody drive on
trailer. Motorguide trolling
motor, 2 lowrance graphs,
live wells Ready to fish.
$3800. Negotiable 4928815.
1977 SEARAY 241 2ft
Cabin Cruiser. New motor,
excellent condition $7500
759-8811
1987 SYLVAN Pontoon
boat 24ft Also Prowler
camper Call 753-1078
1990 17ft , Bomber Bass
Boat wi 90 horse Johnson
outboard w/ extras Price
to sell @ $5600
759-0870
1993 Glastron SSV-205
20ft 305 V-8, SS, prop, low
hrs (180) custom cover,
tandem tr. $14.000. Galli
270-436-2647.
2- TIGER Sharks Jet skis
Teal & yellow with trailer.
Excellent condition $5.000
759-1781.
EVINRUDE 25hp electric
start long shaft w/ remote
control box Just serviced
& ready to go $1100 OBO
Call Les 0 753-8604
Days

•Patios
•Sidewalks
•Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
" Cell 853-4188
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roof
ing needs 436-2613
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DECKS, Roofing. vinyl siding. Quality work Free estimates Over 25 years
Gerald
experience.
Walters.
753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.
GARDENS
Tractor tilled & bush
hogging Jimmy Edwards
435-4465
GET your tiller or lawnmower ready
Call Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair Pick
up and delivery
753-9814.
--G-UTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters. gutter supplies, gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CASH IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value
' We Tot e The Note Auto Sales
1984 Laser - 200 HP motor
1970 Augustine - 35 HP motor
1971 Airogloss - 150 HP Runabout
1987 Chevy Truck- Red, 350 motor
713 s. 12th St. • MURRAY. KY 42071
9:00 am

753-7113

7:00 ).m.
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530
Somas Mond
Serving The Area
For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING
CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyi • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESS/ONAL INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE BY CERTIFIED STAFF

HIE SMITH CARPET

piengicx.S'coPPEwsI.
David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveway,
David Borders

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

j
.,--- ilapamb Brothers
Tree Service
I

tompkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
•HOUSES
•FARM FACILITIES
'DECK & PATIO RESEAL IN
•DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LIcENi;;EI)4 INSURED

f ere Evantat,

Iree Trantrung

24 Hr Serva r

Cleanup tierv.14 e

Hedge. Irannunx full Late of
Equtpment
Tree A Slump
Rem on!

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS

753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

Lamb 11,-e-_,thert

=Moving—
Cross'Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Free Estimates

Scott Lampk ins

1401 Garland Ct.
Murray, KY

(270) 767-0062

I

LAKE LAND PAINTING
*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING

Phone (270) 759-4734

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home improvements.

RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roots Free estimates
270-437-4559
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
RUDOLPH'S Lawn Care
Trimming.
Mowing,
Landscaping
Etc
and
Experienced
Dependable
-FREE ESTIMATES"
753-9095
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching. aeration. overseeding
fertilization,
bed
&
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
YEARY S Tree Service
Complete Tree Service
Free Estimates
436-2562

•Cement Boards
•Grouts•Mortars

901 -247-5422

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs: 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

M.S. Construction

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

FREE Puppies: Call
753-0888 after 6p.m
FREE: Only to good home
House cat, neutered male
current
Shots
Litter
trained. Very gentle. Loves
children & dogs. Solid
white, blue eye & green.
Call 753-0013.

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262.
LAWN Mowing
759-1601
NEW To Area
Lawn and Garden tilling
Custom box blade work
Bush hogging post hole
drilling Light baskhoe
work References upon
request
Glen
Call
Reynolds
270-436-6332
Cell- 270-619-5076

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May
11, 2000'
You have unusually high creative energy
this year. You might often wonder what
the best outlet for it would be Find solutions where others can't The one area in
v.tuch to keep yourself in check is your
wallet Taking nsks here could be damaging If you are single, relating proves
to be exciting, but sometimes volatile
Widen your circle of fnends over the
next few months Open up to what is possible If attached, you might often feel
out of sync, but your mate loves your
high energy levels VIRGO brings out
the kid in you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive.
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 191
**** It will take a lot to get work
under control. Others create uproar, and
you need to resolve problems. Finance
remains your Achilles' heel. Don't m.L..e
a commitment Just yet There are other
ways to get what you want. Tonight: Off
to the gym — get back into good habits!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your good will makes a big
difference io a loved one or child. You
are ready to do what you need to do in
order to make something happen for him
Be willing to discuss limits. however.
Remain realistic. Tonight: Shake up the
status quo.
GEMINI Nay 21-June 20)
**** You hit a roadblock with a
close associate or a property matter.
Think carefully before you say something you'll regret_ Your ability to get
past a problem is tested. Don't let frustration and anger get the better of you.
Tonight: Head on home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Say what you think, but don't let
rage or imtation do your talking. Stay on
top of a problem Don't back down from
what you want if you feel it is key to your
well-being. Staying in control is essential. Tonight: Hang out with a friend
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might spencImore than you
had expected in order to Make what you
want happen. but don't worry. You will
figure it out. Sometimes, spending
money to make money is necessary. A

Mend could egg you on to
Pull back, don't react Tonight Treat
yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
***** you are driven and know
what you want Others, especially a boss.
could find you a hale touchy or difficult
Recognize limas Know what is ultimately important tor you Consider being
more diplomatic, even if you don't feel
like it Tonight Whatever will make you
happy
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** Say little as people express strong
feelings Another has a very 'odd or challenging point of view You might feel
hurt or frustrated Pull back and choose
not to feel that way Take an overview,
and you'll feel better Tonight Take
some time for you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A friend means well when
making an observation, but a partnership
could be Jeopardized by this type of
thinking How another views a situation
could change substantially because of
your intervention. Take a strong stand.
Tonight. Where your friends are
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Pressure from others affects you.
A boss or someone in charge clearly
wants everything his way. You get the
message! Decide it isn't worth the squabble. Close ties might have very strong
reactions. Tonight Burn the midnight
oil.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
**** Though you thought everything
was organized. a partner or associate lets
you know he doesn't agree with you.
Frustration runs high News changes
your work Don't become rigid . Instead,
work with situations individually.
Tonight: Try another point of view.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Dealing on a one-on-one level
proves to be frustrating. You could bear
the brunt of another's bad mood. On the
other hand. this person is airing out opinions that you need to know about. Get
down to basics. Avoid frivolity. Tonight:
With your best fn:nd.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
*** Another is very clear about where
he doesn't agree with you You could be
none too happy with this person. In fact,
your mood could be colored. Relating
proves to be a bit touchy. Take a walk
and air out feelings. Make a decision logically. not emotionally. Tonight: Say yes.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital volunteers honored

MORE VOLUNTEERS...Honored as MCCH volunteers who have
accumulated 400 to 1,700 hours
of service are, front from left: Sarah Wyatt, Lavine Carter, Geneva
Felter, Hazel Beale, Lillian
Cook and Mary Thomson. Back row from left: Marie Libassi,
Marilyn Barrett, Estelle Stone,
Marge Martin. Otis Cohoon, Erna Wilder, Carolyn Green,
Mary Rigsby, Lillie Fuqua and Len
Lamb.

VOLUNTEERS...More than 100 volunteers with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital volunteers
were recently honored at a luncheon for the volunteer hours they have
provided. During the
past year, 14.583 hours of assistance were logged by the volunteers in
a variety of departments. Pictured are volunteers with total cumulative hours of service from 1,800
to 8,200. Front
from left: Doris Alexander, Kathryn Glover, Muriel Wright and Ernestine Hargis.
Back from left:
George Paradise. Winnie Love. Margaret Boyd, Winnie Jaywin and Ken Cook.

LONG-TERM REWARDS,..The MCCH Long Term Care
(LTC) Unit volunteers pictured were also
honored for the volunteer hours given in the past year.
They are, seated, from left: Yetive
Brown, Manon Wilson, Gerald Waldrop, Corinne
Foster and Donna Roberts, LTC activities.
Back row from left: Mydelle Rickman, Barbara Tutt,
Velualeen Burkeen, Dianne Bucy, Erna
Wilder and George Gray. Not pictured are Mr. and Mrs,
Chuck Hamanns.

VOLUNTEER EFFORTS...MCCH
volunteers recently honored for
hours of service from 100 to 300
include, front (from left) Evanee
Hosford and Rita Huddleston.
Standing (from left) are Anna
Lou Coleman and Anna Jones.

PROVIDING CARE...The MCCH Hospice program and
Pastoral Care also honored its volunteers
at the luncheon for the work they do with terminally ill patients
and their families. Hospice volunteers include, front from left: Jo Benson. Dorothy
Hargrove, Hospice Coordinator Camilla
Brandon and Della Outland. Back row, from left: Bob
Perrin, Bob Bright, Frances Hulse, Dee
Holzschuh and MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert.

